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INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement and a socio-political climate which has prompted mainstream brands, established institutions and city councils to re-examine tangible and intangible vestiges of colonialism, the University of Dundee has selected a path of transparency and acknowledgement of its own historical past.

This research is part of a wider narrative which calls for a more holistic approach and recontextualisation of Britain’s imperial legacy. The UK is a multicultural society that includes descendants of the enslaved and communities from former British colonies. The alienation and underlying discontent felt by these communities is symptomatic of not only structural racism but also stems from a non-inclusive educational curriculum, skewed narratives of enslavers and general lack of significance attached to Britain’s imperial legacy and its interwoven nature with modern day systemic inequalities. As a result of mounting pressure and an impetus to counteract the traditional narrative, a number of universities in the UK and several city councils have started investigating their own links with historical slavery.¹

The University of Dundee has its roots in the University College Dundee, which was founded in 1881 with the donation of £140,000 (RPW: £14,400,000) from Mary Ann Baxter and her cousin, John Boyd Baxter.² Her brother, Sir David Baxter’s, bequest of £20,000 (RPW: £1,830,000) laid the foundation for what would later become the Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design.³ Given the firm of Baxter Brothers & Co immense wealth and linen exports to transatlantic markets, questions were inevitably raised on the issue of the University of Dundee and its links with slavery and the empire. This, coupled with concerns both internally and externally regarding the university’s built environment, highlighted the need for research into the provenance of bequests and donations to University of Dundee and affiliate institutions.

It is envisaged that this report, which is the culmination of three months of research, would provide a deeper understanding of the university and by extension the city’s links with slavery and the empire. Due to the short time frame of this project, an emphasis was placed on themes relating to Atlantic slavery and the enslaved people. However, exploration of Chinese indentureship and bonded labour in South America was explored due to its linkages with endowments to the university in the late 19th century. This report ultimately aspires to promote the conceptualisation of further works focused on Dundee’s role in Britain’s imperial past and feeds into numerous other projects spearheaded by the university and heritage sector in Dundee.

---


METHODOLOGY

This project sought to uncover more on the founding bequests and donations to the University of Dundee and affiliate institutions and their associations with historical slavery and the empire. The University of Dundee short-term archive based ‘Endowments Project of 2014’, which recorded endowments to the University and its predecessor bodies, was utilised as a starting point and guidance throughout the study. Beginning with the Baxter family, the ‘endowments list’ was assessed chronologically to uncover potential links with historical slavery and the empire within the three month time frame set for this research project.

Four Step Methodological Process

Step One

This project was guided by a four-step methodological process. The ‘Endowment Notes’ contained within the ‘Endowments Project of 2014’, archival sources as well as online database searches provided the backdrop for this step of the methodology, identifying the central figures of this study. Through preliminary research, donors were codified on a basis of priority and individuals with possible links with slavery were isolated for in-depth research.

Due to the time constraints of this project and the high number of donors and bequests to the University of Dundee, the Baxters and donations made in the late 19th Century were prioritised as the main subjects of this research.

Step Two

Step two of the methodology involved identifying the commodities or trade of the figures identified in step one and codifying their links with slavery and colonialism. This entailed uncovering commercial enterprises and trade that directly or indirectly involved profits from Atlantic slavery and the empire. Identification of slave holdings and slave trade investments along with ascertaining business partnerships, shipping intelligence and associated goods such as linen, tobacco and fertilisers were conducted at this step. Trade directories, Chamber of Commerce reports, Gazette records, newspaper classified ads such as obituaries, biographical texts, antiquarian material, and the Legacies of British Slave-ownership (LBS) database proved particularly useful at this stage of the research process.

For the purposes of this report, the following framework was used when codifying links with Atlantic slavery and colonialism:

Slavery

1. Direct link refers to direct involvement in the slave trade or slave holdings
2. Indirect link refers to:
   i. Involvement in the production and exportation of manufactured goods to transatlantic markets in America, South America or the West Indies. More
specifically as it pertains to Dundee merchants, involvement in the production and exportation of linen that was used on plantations to clothe the enslaved people and transport colonial produce grown by the enslaved people. This codification also extends to persons involved in the supply of raw material for the production of linen.

ii. Involvement with produce grown by enslaved people such as tobacco, sugar, cotton and rum.

Colonialism & Exploitation

For the purpose of the report, links with the empire encompassed:

1. Trade with colonies of the British empire.
2. Possession of bonds, stocks or investments in infrastructural development of colonies.
3. Profiteering from exploitative labour systems in undeveloped or developing countries.

Step Three

The third step of the methodology entailed following the financial capital of the key figures isolated in steps one and two. It essentially asks the question, where did their money come from. This involved identification of potential profits from the Atlantic slavery economies, tracking profit and loss accounts and an analysis of cash books and ledgers. Source material for this step included cash books, account ledgers, scroll balance books, receipts, shipping registers, probate inventories, the Legacies of British Slavery (LBS) database and archival as well as online shipping databases.

Step Four

Step four of the methodological process aimed to identify wider networks involving social capital such as cultural, social and political affiliations with slavery. This included potential views on slavery and abolition. The university’s built environment and its links with slavery was also examined at this stage. This section of the methodological process was limited by time constraints and prioritisation of steps one to three.

Establishing the Link

The biographical information and commercial activities of each individual were collated using both primary and secondary sources. This information was then cross checked against secondary literature and key databases. The following table gives an overview of the sources utilised to explore links between the relevant individuals and slavery:
### Commercial Activities
- Historical trade and local directories for Scotland & England.

### Biographical Information
- Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (ODNB) and genealogy websites Ancestry UK and Find my Past.

### Link to Slavery
- Legacies of British Slavery (LBS) database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archives: Friends of Dundee City Archives, University of Dundee archives, Dundee City Archives, National Records of Scotland, Parliamentary Archives, Archives &amp; Special Collections, University of Glasgow, The National Archives (digital downloads), History of Parliament Online.</td>
<td>Biographical texts and antiquarian texts, newspaper database (classified ads, obituaries, speeches, editorials, lawsuits, marriage announcements), University of Dundee published material.</td>
<td>Slave Voyages Database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Analysis & Presentation of Findings

Given the prominence and extent of the linen trade of Baxter Brothers & Co along with the time constraints of this research project, the scope of this project and report can be summated in three phases:

1. Baxter Brothers & Co, their linen trade & transatlantic slavery
2. The Baxters & their links with transatlantic slavery
3. Case studies on the Donors & the Dalhousie building

**Phase one**

Phase one of the research involved the examination of Dundee’s linen trade and its links with Atlantic slavery. Set against this backdrop, newspaper articles, scholarly literature and archival sources were used to conduct research on the history and success of Baxter Brothers & Co. This included exploration of their export goods, consumption of raw materials, the prominence of Osnaburghs which was used to clothe the enslaved people and Dundee’s output of linen in the 1830s. This phase of the research was important as it tried to answer the question of where did the firm’s money come from. Utilising Baxter Brothers & Co’s Scroll Balance Book with Profit and Loss accounts, 1854-1860 and information from other financial ledgers, a map was constructed to itemize the firm’s markets. Primary and secondary sources formed the basis for the case studies on commission agent firms that were presented to further elucidate Baxter Brothers and Co’s commercial networks across Latin America, the US and the West Indies.
The ships owned by Baxter Brothers & Co and David Baxter were also traced using shipping registers and shipping intelligence notices to further delineate where the firm’s linen was being shipped to in the period 1840 to 1870. John Baxter’s inventory, William and David Baxter’s probate inventories as well as other archival sources were used to examine the shares owned by the Baxters in other firms with links to transatlantic slavery. In this regard, case studies were also presented on the Dundee, Perth and London Shipping Company Co Ltd (DP&L) and Turnbull & Co. as a representation of the Baxters’ extensive commercial investments.

**Phase Two**

Phase two of the research honed in on the Baxters and their specific links with the Atlantic slavery economy. A myriad of sources both archival and online, such as *Gazette* records, financial records, trade associates, cash transactions, ship names, family correspondence, business agreements, contracts, memoirs and biographical information, were employed to build case studies on Edward Baxter, David Baxter and Mary Ann Baxter. Specific mention must be made of Mary Ann Baxter, a co-founder of the University of Dundee. The probate inventories of David and William Baxter greatly assisted in understanding the inherited wealth of Mary Ann Baxter from her father and siblings. This coupled with her own probate inventory allowed a clearer picture to emerge about her commercial connections with her father’s estate and Baxter Brothers & Co.

Based primarily on speeches, newspaper excerpts and his text on slavery, a brief case study on the son of Edward Baxter, William Edward Baxter, and his views on slavery was presented. This served as an example of step four of the methodological process in practice.

**Phase Three**

Phase three of the project examined donors who made endowments in the late 19th century. A combination of archival and secondary source information was drawn on to explore the connections of the following men with transatlantic slavery and imperialism; George Armitstead, Stephen Williamson, William Carnelley, John Patrick Crichton-Stuart, 3rd Marquess of Bute and D’arcy Thompson. Given the time period, most of the aforementioned individuals had connections with colonialism and exploitative labour practices such as indentured labour and bonded labour as opposed to slavery. The background to the Dalhousie building and its links with slavery through its namesake, Simon Ramsay, 16th Earl of Dalhousie, was also investigated.

Time constraints prevented a thorough examination of more donors and the university’s built environment. Ancestral tracing was required in the cases of the Bute Bursary Endowment, D’arcy Thompson Commemorative Medals Endowment and the 16th Earl of Dalhousie to demonstrate their links with transatlantic slavery and colonialism.

An appendix highlighting case studies on foreign agents listed in inventory of John Baxter 1834, was included to highlight the commercial networks of Turnbull & Co and by extension Baxter Brothers & Co.
Time Period

Historical background searches were conducted on the aforementioned individuals within the overall time period of 1650 to 1888. Varying time periods were apparent depending on the phase of the study:

1. Baxter Brothers & Co - 1806 to 1870.
2. The Baxters - 1790 to 1888.
3. Donors & Dalhousie Building - 1650 to 1860.

Contemporary Financial Values

Estimates of income derived from commercial activities was calculated using the Relative Price Worth (RPW) index. This aligns with the University of Glasgow’s approach. This study utilised this index calculated through ‘Measuring Worth’, an online calculator regarded as “the most trusted and most regularly utilized resource of this type used in academic research”. Other indexes that provide contemporary equivalencies for historical prices include the Relative Wage of Income Growth (WIG) and Relative Output Worth (ROW). All three provide strikingly different modern-day values with the WIG and ROW computations, in particular, offering significantly inflated present-day values, and so we have chosen to quote the RPW, which generates the most conservative estimate.

Limitations

Jute & Wider Links with Colonialism

The time constraints of this study meant that priority was placed on unearthing links between donors and transatlantic slavery. As such, the study could not explore the Baxter Brothers & Co and other firms’ connections with the empire through their jute trade. This does not decrease the relevance of the jute industry and Dundee’s links with colonialism. Instead, it underscores the need for further time and resources to be dedicated to understanding wider links between the university and colonialism. Focus was, however, placed on Chinese indentureship and other exploitative labour practices in phase three of the report.

5 “RPW is an index number that represents the ‘average price’ of all goods/services purchased by a typical household or consumer in the base year, and then calculates the cost of those same goods and services in 2016 (allowing for inflation) There are two scales ‘Retail Price Index’ and ‘GDP Deflator’. This study utilizes the Retail Price Index comparator. WIG calculates average earnings for all workers in the base year, and then calculates the average earnings for all workers [in 2019] (allowing for inflation). It then calculates what proportion of annual wages (across the population) £x represented in [1821], and then applies that proportion to annual wages [in 2019], thus arriving at a modern equivalent. ROW is the most comprehensive comparison method. This calculates what percentage of national GDP an amount in the base year represented, and then applies that percentage to national GDP [in 2019]”. Mullen and, Slavery, Abolition and the University of Glasgow, p. 13; James Dawkins, Historical Price Conversion Methodology, Unpublished Paper, University of Nottingham, 2020, p. 3; Sheryllynne Haggerty and Cassandra Goptar, Unpublished Report, University of Nottingham, 2020.
**Exact Profits**

Due to the limited time frame and sheer volume of transactions related to the Baxter Bros and Co from the 1830s to 1860s, it was not possible to quantify the exact profits that Baxter Brothers & Co derived from the sale of their goods to transatlantic markets. The limited time frame and lack of archival as well as secondary information also precluded the possibility of pinpointing the exact plantations (apart from those related to Turnbull & Co) that were buying goods from Baxter Brothers & Co. This limitation was somewhat counteracted by the maps and case studies showcasing Baxter Brothers & Co and Turnbull & Co’s extensive network of commission agents and their locale of operations.

**John Boyd Baxter**

Priority was given to: William, David and Edward Baxter due to their heavy commercial involvement with Baxter Brothers & Co, Mary Ann due to her founding donation to the university as well as her inherited wealth and William Edward Baxter for his views on slavery. As a result of this prioritisation, time constraints and an absence of a discernible commercial relationship between John Boyd Baxter and Baxter Brothers & Co, in-depth research could not be conducted on J.B. Baxter in phases one and two of the project. A brief case study with leads for possible research was included on page 43 of this report.

**Tracing the Lineage of Donors**

The endowments list for the University of Dundee is extensive, with many of the recorded donors giving bequests in the 20th and 21st century. This is to be expected given that the university was founded in the late 19th century. Tracing the lineage and inherited wealth of more recent donors with no discernible links with transatlantic slavery and the empire, is an incredibly lengthy and difficult task, one which requires above all, time. For this to be done, more resources and time would have to be dedicated to the project to further explore these later donors and their potential ancestral links with slavery and the empire. As a result of this limitation, focus was placed on donors in the 19th century and two built environment sites to exemplify the varied links that do exist between the university and Britain’s colonial legacy.
KEY FINDINGS

- Baxter Brothers & Co, through an extensive network of commission agents, sold their goods, including Osnaburgs, to transatlantic markets in the US, West Indies and Latin America.

- The Baxters owned shares in other companies, such as Dundee, Perth and London Shipping Company Co Ltd (DP&L) and Turnbull & Co, which were involved in the transatlantic slavery economy and contributed to their overall wealth.

- Along with shipping and stock investments in the above companies, David Baxter’s immense fortune was built upon the success of Baxter Brothers & Co’s lucrative linen trade which relied on a market in the transatlantic colonies and the continued use of enslaved labour.

- The Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design has its foundation in David Baxter’s bequest and money that was derived indirectly from slavery.

- Mary Ann Baxter’s brother, Edward Baxter, built his fortune as a commission agent for Baxter Brothers & Co, selling consigned goods to transatlantic markets. He also held numerous investments securities in the US and colonial bonds which contributed greatly to his wealth.

- Indirectly Chattel slavery was one of the foundations of Mary Ann Baxter and her family’s fortune.

- As Mary Ann was the direct recipient of funds from Baxter Brothers & Co. through her father’s settlement and was a beneficiary of her brother and sister’s estate, a large portion of her assets came from the family’s business as well as transatlantic and colonial investments. It can thus be said that the University of Dundee was partially founded on wealth derived from the exploitation of the markets for clothing for the enslaved in the Caribbean and elsewhere in the region.

- Although he profited indirectly from Atlantic slavery through his firm Edward Baxter & Son, Mary Ann Baxter’s nephew, William Edward Baxter, condemned the brutality of slavery in the US.

- The Armistead Bursary Endowment is indirectly connected with transatlantic slavery and imperialism through George Armitstead & Co’s shipping interests, trade with the Far East and commercial activities as a flax and guano importer.

- Balfour, Williamson & Co’s imperialist practice of forced resettlement, bonded labour and exploitative commercial practices in South America formed the basis for Stephen Williamson’s wealth and the Stephen Williamson Bursary Endowment.
• The Carnelley Memorial Prize Endowment and the Carnelley building are indirectly connected with transatlantic slavery through William Carnelley’s commercial relationship with the prominent Manchester cotton firm, Rylands & Sons.

• The Bute Bursary was founded with an endowment from the Bute family fortune which was intertwined with the Caribbean slavery economy and investments in shipping, railway infrastructure and coal exports.

• Sir D’Arcy Thompson, after whom the D’arcy Thompson Commemorative Medal is named, had distant links with transatlantic slavery and the empire through his grandfather, a ship captain who engaged in East Indies, US and Caribbean trade in the mid 1800s. However, no discernible wealth was derived from this relation.

• Simon Ramsay, 16th Earl of Dalhousie who served as the second Chancellor of the University of Dundee and the namesake of the Dalhousie building, had indirect links with the Transatlantic Trafficking of Enslaved Africans (TTEA) and the Atlantic slavery economy through both his maternal and paternal sides of the family.
Dundee is a city known for its jam, jute and journalism. However, the rise of the jute industry was preceded by another noteworthy commodity, linen. Through Dundee’s flourishing linen industry, indirectly profits derived from the exploitation of the transatlantic slave economy have impacted upon various sectors of the city, from its built environment to its cultural and educational institutions.

In order to fully grasp the importance of Dundee’s linen industry within the context of the transatlantic slave economy, a brief historical background on the textile’s history in Scotland, trade routes and use on plantations will be given.

**Introduction of Linen to Scotland**

“There is no disagreement amongst economic historians about the place that the linen industry occupied in the Scottish economy during the first three-quarters of the eighteenth century.”

Osnaburgs were introduced to Scotland through the Scottish Board of Trustees for Fisheries and Manufactures and later the British Linen Company. In 1742 the Board of Trustees commissioned “trials of that slack and coarse kind of yarn fit for Osnaburg and other coarse linens used in the American plantations.” The British Linen Company formed in 1746 and credited by Alastair Durie for the success and “the establishment of the manufacture of Osnaburg linen” in Scotland, further propelled the work of the Board of Trustees.

Osnaburg, which was originally from Osnabrück, Germany, was a coarse linen that was exported to plantations in North America and the West Indies to be used as clothing for the enslaved people and sacks for cotton wool and other colonial goods grown by the enslaved. In 1734, a bounty on certain British and Irish linens exported to the plantations came into operation under the 1742 Act, effectively cheapening the price of Osnaburgs in the colonies. “Increased in 1745 so that even the cheapest cloths received the bounty... its effect was transformational”. Dundee’s output of linen “rose from 817,416 yards in 1747 to 1,275,689 yards in 1759”. As Professor Christopher Whatley explains, “over the course of the next half
century, roughly nine-tenths of the linen exported from Scotland, most supported by the bounty system, was destined for use in the plantations”. That is, mainly to clothe the enslaved peoples.

Production of linen in Scotland increased from “£835,081 in value in 1784-5 to £1,047,598 in 1799-1800” mainly because of coarse linen production, the centre of which was Dundee. In 1818, Dundee, Forfar and Kirriemuir manufactured “over 8 million yards of this linen, four-fifths of the total yardage of Osnaburg manufactured in Scotland”.

Undeniably, the prosperity of the linen trade in Scotland and more specifically Dundee, was hinged on the exploitative tobacco and sugar industries of the US, Caribbean and South America and the enslaved people forced to toil in those regions.

**Dundee & the Osnaburg Trade to the Plantations**

For a time, Edinburgh was more successful in its output of Osnaburgs but Dundee came to dominate in its production of Osnaburg. As stated in the 1782 *Dundee Register of Merchants and Trades*:

> “Dundee is in a very flourishing state; manufacturers go on briskly, and there are near one hundred sail of shipping belonging to the place. He several manufactures consist of linen (especially osnaburgs), sailcloth, cordage, thread, stockings, buckrams, tanned leather, shoes, and hats…The osnaburg trade is the staple, of which there has been above four millions of yards annually stamped of late”.

Dundee linens was described in the *Gentleman’s Magazine* in 1742 as being “the poorest and meanest” of all linens. Indeed, its coarseness and inexpensiveness meant that Dundee Osnaburgs was in high demand by enslavers who sought to reduce labour costs by buying the cheapest clothing for the enslaved. In 1764, Dundee exported “4,242,653 yards of Osnaburg, besides 165,000 yards of bagging for cotton wool”. With Britain adding to its empire through the Treaty of Paris, the transatlantic colonial market became exponentially expanded and “Dundee’s inhabitants were amongst the winners”. The European market gaze of disdain towards Dundee linen did nothing to deter the industry as its main markets lay overseas in the transatlantic colonies. Plantations in the Caribbean, Brazil and southern states of America proved to be a profitable market for Dundee linens. Writing on the markets for Scottish linen from 1730 to 1755, Durie calculated that “Ninety per cent of all linen exported from Scottish ports went to America or the West Indies” with the largest share going to Virginia and Jamaica. The linens which served as clothing for both the enslaved people and enslavers comprised a major part of the tobacco and sugar ships export cargoes that ultimately supported and thrived on slave societies and the plantation system. Durie also interestingly noted that planters in Jamaica had a preference for brighter, lighter linen that was of the coarsest material

---

17 ‘Daily Consular and Trade Reports’, p. 478.
18 *Daily Consular and Trade Reports*, p. 478.
while Virginia planters preferred a more dull and harder material to clothe the enslaved people on their plantations.22 ‘Runaway’ adverts offer insight to the prevalence of Osnaburgs on US and Caribbean plantations.23

**Shipping Routes- Dundee to the Plantations**

The following table from *The Trade And Shipping of Dundee, 1780-1850* give an idea of which plantation societies Dundee linens were being exported to in 1815, 1821 and 1829.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT</th>
<th>1815 Linen</th>
<th>1815 Diaper</th>
<th>1821 Linen</th>
<th>1821 Diaper</th>
<th>1829 Linen</th>
<th>1829 Diaper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>29,315</td>
<td>105,415</td>
<td>1,142,349</td>
<td>7,772,172</td>
<td>5,467,356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk</td>
<td>11,839</td>
<td>3,103</td>
<td>1,737</td>
<td>2,748</td>
<td>2,791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>206,145</td>
<td>817,445</td>
<td>608,260</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>139,345</td>
<td>201,129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>223,197</td>
<td>160,913</td>
<td>190,159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-total</td>
<td>103,647</td>
<td>164,721</td>
<td>1,672,254</td>
<td>9,218,156</td>
<td>6,703,984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>287,834</td>
<td>29,804</td>
<td>689,561</td>
<td>1,207,544</td>
<td>506,872</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>809,228</td>
<td>598,396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Domingo</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>130,650</td>
<td>93,898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Thomas</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>127,471</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pernambuco</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31,700</td>
<td>32,047</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio de Janeiro</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>211,412</td>
<td>114,598</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-total</td>
<td>287,834</td>
<td>29,804</td>
<td>817,032</td>
<td>2,390,534</td>
<td>1,346,711</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,686</td>
<td>2,913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadiz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54,104</td>
<td>80,169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oporto</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5,760</td>
<td>5,680</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub-total</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63,550</td>
<td>88,762</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>391,481</td>
<td>194,525</td>
<td>2,489,286</td>
<td>11,672,240</td>
<td>8,139,457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A.J. Warden provides an example of the transatlantic journey of linen from Dundee to the US, Caribbean and South American plantations:

---

“In December, 1828, vessels sailed from Dundee for Mobile, New York, and St Domingo; and vessels were then loading for Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, Pernambuco, New Orleans, Charleston, Savannah, New York, & c., with Linens”.24

Generally, the Osnaburgs produced in Dundee was exported via Glasgow and Liverpool, with textiles ending up in the hands of commission agents in northern ports of the US such as New York. However, the rise in demand for Osnaburgs as clothing for the enslaved saw a growing number of vessels transporting goods directly to southern ports in Charleston, New Orleans, Savannah and Mobile by the 1820s. By the late 20s “the USA received three quarters of Dundee's direct cloth exports”.25 In the case of the West Indies, as early as 1753, direct trade with Jamaica was established when “when the Dolphin sailed for Jamaica carrying only linen”.26 Later shipping records also depict similar direct routes. In 1827 a Royal Gazette of Jamaica notice depicts the Ocean captained by Kidd and owned by a Peter Thomson as loading in Dundee for Jamaica.27 Another vessel, Scotia, captained by Morrison and owned by David Smart of Neish and Smart, merchants in Dundee, was recorded in 1826 as arriving in Port-Royal, Jamaica from Dundee. 28 Scotia was described as a “regular trader” in an earlier advert “for freight or passage” from Dundee to Kingston, Jamaica in 1824.29 The Dundee merchant firm, Neish and Smart, also shipped goods directly from Dundee to Savannah in The Traveller and New York in Eliza.30

Direct exports of Dundee linens to Jamaican plantations “reached some 300,000 yards in some years, along with other goods such as sailcloth, iron, and tanned leather” by 1815. Margaret, which arrived in Jamaica from Dundee in 1816 was loaded with bagging, bales of presumably linen, biscuits, dry goods, iron pots and other manufactured goods.31 Plantation goods reliant on enslaved labour such as “rice, tar, turpentine and pitch” often formed the return cargo.32 Such cargoes, from the Caribbean in particular and stocked with colonial goods produced in enslaved societies, offered a double stimulus to Dundee.33 Gordon Jackson and Kate Kinnear highlight that Dundee’s trade with the Caribbean “was the only fully rounded trade, with those important shipments of linens matched by valuable imports” such as sugar and other tropical goods including tamarinds and succades.34

Dundee Mercantile Interests, West Indian Planters & the Abolition of Slavery

As markets expanded in the sugar rich areas of South America and Jamaica, the interests of the Forfarshire Chamber of Commerce and Dundee linen mercantile community became aligned

26 Whatley and Tomlinson, Juteopolis: The Making of a Global City, Dundee, p. 11.
29 The Scotsman - Wednesday 17 November 1824.
30 Aberdeen Press and Journal - Wednesday 28 August 1822; Liverpool Mercury - Friday 04 October 1822.
31 Royal Gazette of Jamaica - Saturday 30 March 1816.
32 Charles McKean, Claire Swan and Malcolm Archibald, Maritime Dundee and its Harbour, c.1755-1820, in McKean, Harris and Whatley (eds), Dundee: Renaissance to Enlightenment, pp.276-80; Whatley and Tomlinson, Juteopolis: The Making of a Global City, Dundee, p. 11.
33 Jackson with Kinnear, The Trade and Shipping of Dundee, 1780-1850, p. 5.
with the interests of the West Indian Planters.\footnote{Royal Gazette of Jamaica - Saturday 30 March 1816.} This was demonstrated in the Chamber of Commerce’s petition in support of the Planters and against the reduction of sugar duties and removal of preference for colonial sugar:

“The interests of the linen trade of this county are intimately connected with the prosperity of the West Indian Planters as your Petitioners supply Osnaburghs for the whole of their negroes' cloathing…”\footnote{Jackson with Kinneir,\textit{ The Trade and Shipping of Dundee, 1780-1850}, p. 18; Chamber of Commerce, 20 Mar 1823.}

In the eyes of the Chamber of Commerce, the capitalist premise and success of the Dundee linen industry superseded the emancipation of the enslaved people whose bodies fitted with coarse linen, formed the basis of their wealth. In 1830, the Chamber “refused to support” the abolition of slavery, citing that it was “a moral issue”\footnote{Jackson with Kinneir,\textit{ The Trade and Shipping of Dundee, 1780-1850}, pp. 18-9; Chamber of Commerce, 11 Dec 1830.}.

Capitalism and the profits of the transatlantic slavery economy continued to be accrued by Dundee manufacturers post emancipation as plantation markets were sought elsewhere. Shipments of Osnaburghs exceeded pre-emancipation figures as places such as Cuba and Brazil, which continued to use enslaved labour until the 1880s, commenced importing linen directly for use on the plantations.\footnote{Advertiser, 1 June 1819; Jackson with Kinneir,\textit{ The Trade and Shipping of Dundee, 1780-1850}, p. 19; Whatley and Tomlinson,\textit{ Juteopolis: The Making of a Global City, Dundee}.} Indeed, as the case study on Baxter Brothers & Co will show, “South American trade was of great importance to Dundee”.\footnote{Gauldie,\textit{ The Dundee Textile Industry, 1790-1885}, p. 60; N. I. Beckles, ‘Textiles and port growth in Dundee’, \textit{Scottish Economic & Social History}, 2000, 20:2, pp. 176-198.}

### Branches of the Linen Trade

There were four branches of the trade of which some firms such as Baxter Brothers & Co. were engaged in multiple strands. Flax merchants who imported the raw material used to manufacture linen, flax and hemp, represented one branch of the industry. This report codifies merchants who imported flax as being indirectly connected to transatlantic slavery through their supply of raw material to manufacture colonial textiles. The other three branches involved the flax spinner, the manufacturer and the linen merchant. Commission agents such as Edward Baxter also played a crucial role in the sale and profits of the linen as well as the return cargoes of colonial produce.\footnote{Gauldie,\textit{ The Dundee Textile Industry, 1790-1885}, p. 120.}

Due to the time constraints of this project, focus was placed on the city’s links with transatlantic slavery (see Limitations section). However, various links between Dundee and the empire, such as the guano industry of Peru, nitrate trade of Chile and shipping links with East Asia will be explored through the various case studies included in this report.
BAXTER BROTHERS & CO & LINKS WITH SLAVERY

An 1890 article in the *Dundee Courier* states, “by energy, tact, and perseverance the Baxters have risen from humble origin to the position of merchant princes”. While this might be true it must be noted and acknowledged that the profits and wealth of Baxter Brothers & Co. was built literally, upon the bodies of the enslaved people of the US, West Indies and South America. As stated in the University of Dundee published book, *Baxter’s of Dundee*, “the wealth generated by the firm played a key role in the foundation of University College, Dundee in 1882”. Importantly then, in an effort to better understand the firm’s links with transatlantic slavery, the following sections will explore where its goods were shipped to and the source of its wealth.

The Origin Story

The success story of Baxter Brothers begins with the father of Mary Ann Baxter, William Baxter of Balgavies (1767–1854), who was described by the *Dundee People’s Journal* as “one of our largest and most successful export merchants during the first half of the century”. In about 1806 he erected “a small spinning mill at Glamis” from which sprang the powerhouse Baxter Brothers & Co. Later, in 1818 he leased a flax spinning mill at Glamis for 21 years and built a mill on Dens Burn, Dundee in 1822. By this time, his son Edward Baxter (see case study below) had joined him in business under the firm William Baxter & Son. After Edward left in pursuit of his own economic endeavours as an export merchant and agent, his younger brothers John (d. 1853) and William (d. 1852) joined their father in 1825. The firm was then called Baxter Brothers & Co. After unsuccessfully managing the Dundee Sugar Refinery, David Baxter (1793-1872) joined the family business in the 1830s and by 1867, he was the head of the company. Peter Carmichael and William Ogilvie Dalgleish became a partner in 1853 and 1856 respectively. In 1924, Baxter Brothers & Co. became part of Low & Bonar “until production at Dens Works finally ceased in the summer of 1978”.

41 *Dundee Courier* - Monday 11 August 1890.
43 *Dundee People’s Journal* - 29 July 1871.
44 *Dundee People’s Journal* - 29 July 1871; *Dundee Courier* - Monday 11 August 1890; *The Scotsman* - Tuesday 15 October 1872.
48 University of Dundee Archive Services, GB 254 MS 11; Cooke (ed), *Baxter’s of Dundee*, p. 24.
Exports

Baxter brothers were originally linen manufacturers and later jute spinners from the 1870s. Trade directories also list Baxter Brothers & Co. as “merchants and flax spinners”. Descriptions of their export goods included Osnaburgs, canvas, coal sackings, sailcloth, sheetings, paddings and hammocking amongst a myriad of other flax and hemp based goods. The main raw materials used by the firm consisted “chiefly of flax and tow, with a little hemp”. In terms of its consumption of flax, Baxter Brothers & Co. was the “largest linen manufacturers in the world, no firm using nearly as much weight of flax, & c. as they do”. The Baxters as a firm, sustained the momentum of Dundee’s linen trade allowing the city to monumentally benefit from the firm’s profits and consistent need for raw material. The firm quickly “became one of the largest manufacturing houses in the world” with linen exports from Dundee to the plantations predominantly being products of Baxter Bros & Co. Based on the preeminence of the firm, most of this exported linen would have come from Baxter Brothers & Co. Apart from plantation exports to clothe planters and the enslaved people, increasingly profitable for the Baxter Brothers was their contract with the US Navy to produce flax canvas which ran until 1914 as well as their output of sailcloth for the Admiralty.

Custom-House Books show that in 1832, Dundee exported 11,334, 256 yards of linen to plantations in Jamaica, Haiti, St Thomas, Cuba, Brazil, Canada and the US. The value of Dundee linen exported in 1830, 1831 and 1832 amounted to £277,977(RPW: £25,400,000), £365, 595 (RPW: £33,900,000), and £596,424 (RPW: £56,700,000) respectively. Based on the preeminence of the firm, most of this exported linen would have come from Baxter Brothers & Co. Apart from plantation exports to clothe planters and the enslaved people, increasingly profitable for the Baxter Brothers was their contract with the US Navy to produce flax canvas which ran until 1914 as well as their output of sailcloth for the Admiralty.

Given the Baxter Brothers & Co. dominance in linen manufacture, both locally and abroad within a city that was dubbed the “chief seat of the linen manufacture in Britain”, there can be no doubt about the firm, its partners and shareholders’ indirect links with the transatlantic slavery economy.

Where did their money come from?

This section of the report is tied in with step three of the methodology process, following the financial capital of Baxter Brothers & Co. The limited time frame and sheer volume of transactions and figures listed in the financial records of Baxter Brothers & Co. between the 1830s and 1860s, precluded the possibility of calculating a precise end result figure of how much wealth was derived from slavery. However, what can be discerned from records is where some of the firm’s money came from and the value of David and William Baxters’ stake in the firm.

The following map highlights some of the places Baxter Brothers & Co. was selling its goods to in 1854:

---

49 The Scotsman - Tuesday 15 October 1872.
51 Warden, The Linen Trade, p. 608.
Below are case studies on some of the firms who sold goods in the various colonies for Baxter Brothers & Co. as commission agents. Commission agents both locally and abroad acted on behalf of firms, selling consigned goods for a commission. Often time they would supply payment for consigned goods in the form of return cargoes of colonial produce grown by the enslaved people. Commission agents will be further discussed in the case study below on Edward Baxter.

These case studies are important as information on these firms provide insight on their trading activities and by extension Baxter Brothers & Co trade links in the West Indies, US and Brazil. Understanding the merchant activities of these commission agents can also assist in unearthing to which plantations the Osnaburgs and other manufactured goods of Baxter Brothers & Co were being sold. This might prove relevant for possible later research on identifying the enslaved people and tracing the descendants of the enslaved associated with such plantations.

**White & Thugar, New York**

Baxter Brothers & Co. had dealings with this firm in the 1850s. An importer of dry goods and linen, shipping intelligence notes that this firm imported dry goods via Liverpool on various ships, *Asia, Washington and Henry Clay, Andrew Foster, Geo. Phelps, American Congress, Middlesex, Typhoon, Universe* in 1852. The firm also imported dry goods aboard *Sir Robert Peel and Hudson* from London and Glasgow respectively. This firm appears numerous times in the Baxter Brothers & Co., Scroll balance book with profit and loss accounts 1854-1860∗. An example of the sums recorded include £11470 3s 3d (RPW: £1,100,000) received in 1854 by Baxter Brothers & Co. likely for the sale of consigned goods in the US by...

---


White & Thurgar and a sum of £313 4d (RPW: £30,000) paid to White and Thurgar, likely as commission for the sale of consigned goods from Baxter Brothers & Co.\textsuperscript{56}

**Wyman & Arklay, Boston**

Another firm found in Baxter Brothers & Co’s financial records was Wyman & Arklay. The ‘1870 Boston City Directory’ lists Wyman & Arklay as:

> “Importers of Irish and Dundee linens, Burlaps, Baggings, Canvas, Ducks, Drills, Spanish Linen, Shirting Linens, Sheetings, Pillow Linens, Damasks, Cloths, Napkins, Doylies, Diapers & c.”.\textsuperscript{57}

Wyman & Arklay consisted of Edward Wyman and Patrick Arklay who are listed in trade directories as merchants and commission merchants. They were importers of “goods and linens”, some of which were acquired from Baxter Brothers & Co.\textsuperscript{58} As commission merchants, they would have sold some of these goods as consignments in America for Baxter Brothers & Co. An example of Wyman & Arklay’s sale of goods can be seen in a bill of receipt to C.M. Bailey on Sept. 20, 1859, for the sale of $912. 88 (RPW: $29,300) worth of burlaps in Boston, MA.\textsuperscript{59}

Two transactions highlight the relationship between Baxter Brothers and Wyman & Arklay. A payment in the amount of £474 18s 3d (RPW: £45,600) from the former to the latter on 27\textsuperscript{th} May 1854, likely represents Baxter Brothers & Co’s payment of commission for the sale of consigned goods by Wyman & Arklay.\textsuperscript{60} While a 28\textsuperscript{th} May 1854 record shows Baxter Brothers & Co. receiving £1022 11s 4d (RPW: £98,100) from Wyman & Arklay, Boston, likely for the sale of consigned goods in the US.\textsuperscript{61} This textbook example of commission agent and manufacturing house commercial dealings is repeated throughout the Baxter Brothers & Co Scroll Balance Book for the 1850s. In that same month, payments are made to numerous firms operating in the transatlantic colonial market such as Gihon & Co, Philadelphia, Balbian & Co., Havana, Schmidt, Whitehand & Co, Mexico and S.S. Davenport & Co, Bahia to name a few, likely for the sale of consigned manufactured goods from Baxter Brothers & Co.\textsuperscript{62}

**“McKinnan Marshall & Co., Laguayra” and “Marshall McKinnon & Co., St. Thomas”**

Mackinnon, Marshall & Co. consisted of John Marshall, Lachlan Mackinnon and Matthew Pearce. The firm carried on business at La Guayra, Venezuela.\textsuperscript{63} It was recorded in Baxter Brothers Balance book with profit and loss accounts in 31 August 1832.\textsuperscript{64} The same firm also

\textsuperscript{56} MS 11/1/6, ‘Scroll balance book’.

\textsuperscript{57} ‘1870 Boston City Directory’, [http://hdl.handle.net/10427/5409](http://hdl.handle.net/10427/5409) [accessed 31 March 2022].


\textsuperscript{59} Fordham Libraries, Bill of Receipt to C.M. Bailey for goods bought from Wyman V. Arklay on Sept. 20, 1859 in Boston, MA, US Civil War Era Letters, 1865-1866, Shipping Industry, [https://www.library.fordham.edu/digital/item/collection/civil war/id/86](https://www.library.fordham.edu/digital/item/collection/civil war/id/86) [accessed 31 March 2022].

\textsuperscript{60} MS 11/1/6, ‘Scroll balance book’.

\textsuperscript{61} MS 11/1/6, ‘Scroll balance book’.

\textsuperscript{62} MS 11/1/6, ‘Scroll balance book’.

\textsuperscript{63} The London Gazette, United Kingdom, T. Neuman, 1830, p. 18.

carried on business in St. Thomas under the name “Marshall, Mackinnon, and Co. and at Glasgow, under that of Mackinnon, Pearce, and Co.” Mackinnon, Pearce, & Co. is listed in 1837 trade directories as merchants in Glasgow. A testimony by Lachlan Mackinnon who was a partner in Mackinnon, Pearce & Co. as well as Mackinnon, Wilson & Co. of La Guayra offers insight to their merchant trade. He testified that “American coarse cotton manufactures (or ‘domestics’) are sent into that market in considerable quantities, and interfere very much with the sale of British goods of the same description”. As Mackinnon was engaged in business regarding the exporting of coarse cotton presumably as clothing for the enslaved people, it stands to reason that as agents for Baxter Brothers & Co in La Guayra and St Thomas, the firm was selling the consigned goods to planters and for the use on plantations in these regions.

This agent relationship with Mackinnon, Marshall & Co. is thus another example of where some of the Baxter Brothers & Co profits came from, societies dependent on enslaved labour.

**Moon Brothers & Co., Rio**

Baxter Brothers & Co. were also selling their goods in Brazil through the Moon Brothers who operated in Maranhão and Rio de Janeiro. This firm is mentioned multiple times in the Baxter Brothers Balance Book, 1832-1853 and from as early as 31 August 1832, making it increasingly relevant to garnering a deeper understanding of the Baxters and their links with slavery in South America. As noted above in the Historical Context, Brazil represented an important market for Dundee following the abolition of slavery in the British West Indies.

Moon Brothers & Co. comprised of James Moon, Edward Moon, Richard Moon, William Moon of Liverpool and Charles Hopley of Rio de Janeiro. The firm operated in Rio de Janeiro as merchants until the partnership’s dissolution in 1844. William Moon, until his retirement in 1869, was also partner in Moon and Co., Liverpool and William Moon and Co., Rio de Janeiro. Edward Moon “represented Liverpool’s Brazilian Association in 1841” and was British consul in Maranhão. He was also a director and one of the larger shareholders of “Brazil’s first English bank: London & Brazilian Bank Limited” created in London on 13 May 1862.

**Import–export houses in South America**

From around 1810 to the 1870s, textiles comprised the main British goods exported to the Southern Cone. Spanish Latin America and Brazil’s share in “world exports from the United

---
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Kingdom” between 1830 to 1839, amounted to 12.2%. 76 After 1808, “British merchants – the main carriers of British exports to Latin America, opened import–export houses in South America for the first time and at a very high rate”,77 This not only enhanced the value of Latin America as a market but also allowed British merchants invested in transatlantic slavery to establish mercantile houses in Brazil. Here, “their agents on the spot became the exporters’ eyes and ears”.78 As agents for British textile firms and as merchants, the Moon Brothers & Co. would have exploited the access their branch in Rio facilitated, in terms of gauging the needs of the plantations. Armed with this information, they would then be able to “instruct their associated head offices, partners or agents in Britain what to ship with a great deal of precision”.79 Furthermore, William Moon & Co. held public auctions at their warehouse in Rio to showcase manufactured goods to “important dealers” in Brazil.80 This meant that the goods of Baxter Brothers and Turnbull & Co. would have likely been purchased by dealers from various regions in Brazil, thus highlighting the extensive networks that may have been involved in the purchasing process. Edward Moon’s diplomatic position as consul in Maranhão would have also enhanced their trade networks and access to information, ultimately benefitting the reach of firms who consigned goods to be sold by the Moon Brothers such as Turnbull & Co. and Baxter Brothers & Co.

Imports of Moon Brothers

Shipping intelligence for Liverpool shows the Moon Brothers importing colonial produce such as rum from Jamaica in 1820 and 1833, coffee in 1826 along with tamarinds and succades in 1827.81 The Moon Brothers also imported raw cotton from Brazil. Shipping reports show that the firm imported cotton from Maraham (Maranhão) on a large scale in 1829, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1842 and from Bahia in 1834. Apart from cotton they imported 1460 hides from Maranhám in 1833.82 Shipping records also show the Moon Brothers importing cotton from southern US states such as Virginia, Charleston and New Orleans.83 An excerpt in the Glasgow Herald in 1869 also notes that imported “Manchester goods” were sold at William Moon & Co’s stores in Rio.84 Based on their import history and agent relationship with Baxter Brothers & Co., the
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Moon Brothers in their capacity as merchants and commission agents, were re-exporting manufactured textiles and importing return cargoes of raw cotton and other goods from the West Indies, Brazil and Southern US. Like other mercantile houses in the Southern Cone (see below), Moon Brothers & Co. would have sold goods consigned to them by British firms such as Baxter Brothers & Co. and send bills as payment for the sale of such goods. They also likely used some of the proceeds from the sale of consigned goods to procure return cargos consisting of colonial produce for the Baxter Brothers. This commercial relationship is illustrative of Eric Williams analysis of the triangular trade and the triple stimulus Britain received from its colonial trade.  

**Moon Brothers and Enslaved People**

A census return from British consul in Maranhão seemingly shows that “Messrs Moon & Co.” did not own enslaved people. However, it should be noted that Edward Moon “replied without giving details of his personal circumstances” in another correspondence dated 1840 on “the prohibition of slaveholding by British functionaries abroad”.  

An interesting account regarding William Moon & Co’s warehouse in Rio and an enslaved person was depicted in the *Manchester Examiner* and *Glasgow Herald* in 1869 under the title “Liberating a Slave”. The first article published on the 6 December 1869 and based on information from the *Anglo-Brazilian Times*, stated that “a slave was taken to the warehouse for sale, and that, on an appeal to the generosity of the dealers present, he was bought by the dealers, and set at liberty...”. The article concludes that “it shows the state of slavery in Brazil when a slave is sometimes sold, even in an English warehouse, among ‘other’ articles of merchandise.” However, an article to the editor on the 7 December 1869 from an acquaintance of William Moon, sought to rebut this account, stating that “the slave was neither bought nor sold at the sale” and was brought in by a “respectable gentleman” for the purpose freeing the said enslaved person. While it is unclear which article is representative of the truth, both offer some insight to the Rio warehouse of William Moon & Co. and underscores the firm’s close connection with dealers of British manufactured goods, transatlantic slavery and the enslaved population.

The Baxter Brothers Scroll Balance Book show the receipt of £724 17s 7d (RPW: 68,900) in 1832 and payment of £8 8s 5d (RPW: £810) relating to Moon Brothers & Co. in 1836. Undoubtedly other commercial transactions occurred between both firms. Further analysis of Moon Brothers & Co’s business dealings in Brazil can extend our understanding of import–export houses in South America, their links with firms in Dundee such as Baxter Brothers and Turnbull & Co. and the enslaved people who were associated with their goods.

---
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Boorman, Johnston & Co., New York

Another firm which appeared in Baxter Brothers & Co’s Balance Book was Boorman, Johnston & Co. Initially Boorman and Johnston, this firm was “one of the oldest, wealthiest and largest commercial houses, conducting a most varied business in New York for a long time”. James Boorman (1783-1866) joined John Johnston (1781-1851) in 1813 to form the mercantile house of Boorman & Johnston. Adam Norrie joined the partnership in 1828, when the name changed to Boorman, Johnston & Co. The firm “almost entirely controlled the Dundee linen trade from Scotland”. As well as being one of the largest importers of iron to the US from Sweden and Russia, Boorman, Johnston & Co. “was one of the major exporters in New York of Virginia tobacco” where at one time they handled “virtually all” of the tobacco that came from Richmond. Writing in regards to the 18th century state of Scottish linen exports to America, Alastair J. Durie explains that “linens constituted a major element in the outward cargoes of commodities shipped to the colonies in the tobacco and sugar ships, e.g. clothing for the planters and slaves, which were varied in weight and colour according to the region”. Further research is needed to verify whether Boorman, Johnston & Co. had a similar relationship with the Baxter Brothers and Turnbull & Co; Dundee linens shipped to New York aboard tobacco ships returning with colonial produce. Given Boorman, Johnston & Co. control of Virginia tobacco exports and Dundee linen trade, it is highly likely they were bringing slave produced commodities such as tobacco to Britain and re-exporting Dundee linens and bagging to plantations across America. Both John Johnston and James Boorman were prominent men in New York with various investments in the commercial and educational sector. Johnston co-founded New York University while Boorman was a founder of the Bank of Commerce, an original stockholder of New York University and “director, vice-president and president of the Hudson River Railroad Company”.  

Table 1: Other Firms Commissioned by Baxter Brothers & Co. To Sell Their Goods in the 1850s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gihon &amp; Co</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balbiani &amp; Co</td>
<td>Havana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt, Whitehead &amp; Co</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt Chabot &amp; Co</td>
<td>Vera Crus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.J. Bergust &amp; Co</td>
<td>St Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.S. Davenport &amp; Co</td>
<td>Bahia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Patission &amp; Co</td>
<td>Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Brand &amp; Co</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron &amp; Brand</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Claussen &amp; Co</td>
<td>Tampico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Ballingall Thomson & Co  | Mazatlan  
W. Schruder & Co  | Aguadilla  
William Newall & Co  | Zacatecas  


Links with Manchester Firms

Baxter Brothers & Co also amassed part of their fortune from selling their goods to British based firms engaged in the transatlantic slavery economy. Three such firms that catch the eye in their scroll balance book are the stalwart Manchester firms, Rylands & Sons, J & N Philips and W.G. and J. Strutt. 98 Strutt “was founded by Jedediah Strutt [1726–1797], who, with his brother-in-law, William Woollatt, and with John Bloodworth and Thomas Stamford entered the hosiery business in Derby in 1758”. 99 Strutt is credited with the invention of the Derby Rib Machine, a machine that helped create ribbed stockings. 100 By 1815, the Strutts were considered to be the “largest producers of cotton yarn in England” with their raw cotton being sourced from places using enslaved labour such as Brazil, the West Indies, Guyana, Suriname and the southern states of the US. 101 J & N Philips was “the largest tape manufacturers in Europe, but was also involved in a hatting business with a growing American market in the late 1780s”. 102 The firm traded in “silk, smallwares, fustians, checks, cotton dealing, hatting; later in West India merchanting, cotton spinning, power-loom weaving” amongst other things. 103 Rylands & Sons, another noteworthy firm connected to the famous John Rylands Library, Manchester, will be discussed in a later section of this report. All three firms had extensive indirect connections with transatlantic slavery.

There are several reasons why these veteran firms would have had commercial dealings with Baxter Brothers & Co. It is possible that they purchased linen and other goods for the domestic market or export. However, it is more likely that these firms were either purchasing yarn from Baxter Brothers & Co to manufacture and re-export textiles to transatlantic markets or were selling goods on behalf of Baxter Brothers & Co through their large network of commission agents both locally and abroad.

New Orleans as a Market

David Baxter’s inventory also illustrates a connection between Baxter Brothers & Co and New Orleans from as early as the 1830s. David inherited 1/5 interest, £977 9s 2d (RPW: £93,800). 104

of his father’s stock of “ten bonds for one thousand dollars each by the Corporation of the city of New Orleans to the Commercial Bank of New Orleans” dated 20 June 1833. At that time, it was valued at £1800 (RPW: £175,000). This indicates that New Orleans was likely a market for the Baxters in the 1830s, with the firm’s Osnaburgs being sold to plantations in New Orleans.

Shipping Registers & Baxter Brothers

Shipping intelligence as it pertains to Baxter Brothers & Co is also aligned with step three of the methodology and helps to further ascertain from where some of the firm’s wealth was derived. Profits made by the Baxters through flax and linen was reinvested into shipping interests which not only helped to lower their own freight costs but brought in a steady stream of profits. The following paragraphs highlight some of the vessels belonging to the Baxters and shed light on their destination ports for Osnaburgs and other goods.

Brechin Castle

The Brig Brechin Castle was owned by David Baxter from 1846 to 1847. Dundee Courier reported its launch from Marine Parade in December 1844, commanded by a Mr Barclay and owned by Baxter Brothers & Co. Voyage information for Brechin Castle lists London and Port Adelaide. In February 1847, it ran aground after leaving Adelaide for Swansea and London in 1846. The Brig at the time was carrying a cargo of copper ore, mail and passengers.

The destination of Adelaide, Australia illustrates Baxter Brothers & Co links with colonialism. The Kaurna People are regarded as “the traditional owners of the Adelaide Plains in South Australia”. However, following the passing of the South Australian Colonisation Act in 1834, the British colonised what is now known as South Australia, with Adelaide becoming its capital. Like many others, Baxter Brothers & Co capitalised on this exploitation and found a new colonial market in Adelaide. David Baxter’s inventory also highlights his dealings in South Australia. He was owed a sum of £1500 (RPW: £147,000) in 1870 from the Bank of South Australia.

Ellengowan

Ellengowan (appears as ‘Ellangowan’ in Baxter Brothers records) was another brig owned by David Baxter. Built in 1843, shipping intelligence in 1844 places Ellengowan “from Dundee at New York” and in Glasgow from New York. Peter Carmichael, at the time manager at Baxter Brothers & Co., wrote in a letter to his brother-in-law, in 1847 on news of safe arrival
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of the “Ellengowan” at Rio de Janeiro”. As cited above in the Historical Context, the South American market was increasingly important for Dundee. Indeed, data on the commission agents and shipping destinations of Baxter Brothers & Co corroborates this notion. Brazil in particular and regions utilising enslaved labour such as Bahia, Maranhao, Pernambuco and Rio have been associated with Turnbull & Co and Baxter Brothers & Co goods, highlighting the importance of this market to their linen trade and an important indirect link with transatlantic slavery. If one was to follow the money, the Ellengowan, a ship owned by David Baxter carrying cargoes of Baxter Brothers & Co’s linens, and sailing to New York and Brazil in the 1840s, it is evident that the firm was selling their goods to enslaved societies for use on plantations. The Ellengowan appears frequently in Baxter Brothers & Co. Balance Book 1832-53 and Scroll Balance Book 1854-60.

_Glammis Castle_

_Glammis Castle_, constructed in 1842, was another vessel registered to David Baxter and Baxter Brothers & Co. Newspaper ads cite the _Glammis Castle_ as being “342 Tons” and as having a “considerable part of her cargo engaged”, advising “intending shippers” to make early applications. Therefore, apart from goods in her cargo, the _Glammis Castle_ also transported a limited number of passengers to New York. The _New York Daily Tribune_ reported that the _Glammis Castle_ arrived in New York in 1844. Peter Carmichael also wrote in the same aforementioned letter to his brother-in-law in 1847, of the “safe arrival” of the _Glammis Castle_ “at New York”.

_Helena_

Baxter Brothers & Co. was also linked to the Bark _Helena_ which was bound for New York. Helena left Dundee under the Captaincy of John McNab with “a very valuable cargo of bale goods” from Baxter Brothers & Co. The 1848 notice which headlined the “Loss of Bark Helena and Six Lives” indicated that a letter with the news was received by Baxter Brothers & Co. However, a “Barque Helena” appears in the Baxter Brothers & Co. Scroll balance book on 27th May 1854, associated with a cost and freight account. This indicates that Helena was likely owned by the Baxter Brothers and was in continued use after the 1848 notice.

_The Baxters & Dundee, Perth and London Shipping Company_

Apart from his transatlantic links through Baxter Brothers and the Dundee Sugar House, David Baxter also owned shares in other companies which were involved in the transatlantic slavery economy. The Baxters owned shares in the Dundee, Perth and London Shipping Company Co Ltd (DP&L) from 1826. Formed in 1826, through the joining of the Dundee & Perth Shipping Company and the Dundee & Perth Union Shipping Company, DP&L “owned 13...
smacks and 10 sloops, together worth almost £34,000 [RPW: £2,920,000]. The firm engaged in shipping various goods such as farm produce, coal and most relevant in terms of the transatlantic economy, “Dundee linen to English ports for export”. DP&L shipping route ran from Dundee to London, Glasgow and Liverpool as well as Dundee and Perth. The company initial capital was valued at “£38,045 [RPW: £3,270,000], held in 1,200 shares of £31.14s.1d [RPW: £2,720]” with its capital stock increasing to £50,000 (RPW: £4,580,000) in 1830. There was one vote per share when the company was formed, 12 board of directors and over 150 shareholders. By 1835, the share prices in DP&L were worth £47 (RPW: £4,730).

The ‘1829-30 Dundee Directory’ lists David Baxter as one of the company’s directors while DP&L payment for the company’s stocks still appear in Baxter Brothers & Co. balance book in May 1862. Baxter Brothers & Co is recorded as receiving £1295 (RPW: £124,000) for “D.P. + L. Shipping Co. Stock” in 31 May 1856 and 1st June 1861. David’s father, William Baxter, owned 105 ½ shares in DP&L worth £3692 10s (RPW: £354,000) at £35 (RPW: £3,360) per share. 31 of these shares were in the name of David Baxter. David himself owned 54 shares of DP&L at £38 (RPW: £3,470) per share and a value of £2079 (RPW: £190,000). As shipowners themselves with stocks invested in DP&L, David Baxter and Baxter Brothers & Co’s stake in Dundee shipping interests is representative of yet another way in which the Baxter fortune is linked with profits from transatlantic slavery.

The Baxters & Turnbull & Co.

The connection between David and his father William Baxter with the firm of Turnbull & Co is relevant to understanding the importance of their transatlantic investments and its contribution to their overall wealth. Exploration of this strand of research is also aligned with part three of the methodology, identifying and following the financial capital of the Baxters.

John Baxter’s Inventory

The inventory of the estate of John Baxter (1765-1833), brother of William Baxter and uncle of David and Mary Ann Baxter, reveals important details that help us to understand Baxter Brothers & Co connections to slavery. John Baxter’s inventory makes reference to “goods in the hands of Agents abroad and proceeds of goods sold but not yet remitted”. This is
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significant as the extensive list, which contains both the names of the commission agents and their locations, offers a glimpse into the operations of Turnbull & Co. For example, it highlights where they were sending their goods, who was selling it on their behalf and which possible plantations were buying and using their goods.

**Shares and Investments in Turnbull & Co**

As William and David Baxter possessed shares and investments in Turnbull & Co., a portion of their wealth was derived from interests in this company. Therefore, analysis of this inventory list and its ‘foreign agents’ are relevant to highlighting the indirect links of both men with transatlantic slavery.

Various sources mention that Turnbull & Co. was founded at Claverhouse in 1814 by Hector Turnbull and consisted of a partnership with William Baxter and Henry Boase. However, it should be noted that the *Gazette* also records John Baxter as being a partner in the firm until his death in 1833. In 1838, William Baxter invested £2000 (RPW: £184,000) in Turnbull & Co. and received “six-twentieths of the net profits”. William’s investment “earned interest at 5 per cent” and at the time of his death in 1854, he had accrued £10,000 (RPW: £960,000) in the firm. His will indicates that his “share or interest” in Turnbull & Co passed to his sons David and John. By October 1865, Baxter Brothers & Co., represented by David Baxter, owned half of Turnbull & Co., then known as Boase & Co. In 1892, Baxter Brothers had a controlling interest in the company, owning 55% of the shares.

The name Turnbull & Co. in relation to the outstanding remittances from John Baxter’s foreign estate is not explicitly named. However, at the time of Baxter’s death, only one company associated with the name John Baxter was recorded as being dissolved, Turnbull & Co. In addition, an analysis of his inventory shows that he possessed significant stock in Turnbull & Co. in the amount of £2581 13s 6d (RPW: £250,000). As such, it is highly likely that the “goods in the hands of Agents abroad” referred to in the inventory, relates to that of Turnbull & Co.

It should be noted that some agents listed in the inventory also appear in the Baxter Brothers Balance Book with Profit and Loss accounts 1832-35. Additionally, John Baxter’s inventory lists a sum of £4408 1s 9d (RPW: £433,000) “due by Edward Baxter” in 1834. This further indicates that a degree of overlap existed between the businesses and that an understanding of these case studies can help unearth details of Baxter Brothers & Co. wider commission agents network. On this point, it should be noted that Baxter Brothers & Co. also paid Turnbull & Co. for bleaching its linen, a transaction that was still taking place in the 1860s. Baxter Brothers is listed as paying £2822 5s 10d (RPW: £271,000) “for bleaching” on 26th May 1860 and the payment of principal sums between both firms is mentioned in William Baxter’s inventory.

The following is a map depicting the various places Turnbull & Co. exported their goods:
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Figure 2: Countries Turnbull & Co was Selling Goods to in 1834

See appendix for case studies on some of the ‘foreign agents’ listed in John Baxter’s inventory (many of whom were enslavers) and their links with slavery.
CASE STUDIES ON THE BAXTERS

Edward Baxter (1791-1871)

Edward Baxter, the brother of Mary Ann Baxter, was a wealthy Dundee merchant who acted as a commissions agents for Baxter Brothers & Co. Exploration of his business and indirect links with slavery will facilitate a better understanding of the exportation networks of the Baxter Brothers & Co as well as highlight the family’s varied connections with the Caribbean and South American slave economy.

About 1813, Edward Baxter “commenced his business career as an export merchant in company with his father”, William Baxter, 1767 – 1854, under the firm William Baxter & Son. This firm was the foundation for what would later become Baxter Brothers & Co. After branching out on his own, Edward and his son, William Edward Baxter, (b. 1825), conducted business under the firm Edward Baxter & Son as “business merchants and commission agents”, “general and commission-merchant” and “foreign merchants”. Edward and his firm’s connection to transatlantic slavery are particularly interesting compared to other merchant companies in Dundee as it was “the first textile merchant company in Dundee to trade directly with foreign customers”. He was deemed by local newspapers to have “inaugurated an entirely new system” of conducting export trade in bypassing Liverpool and London and opening “direct communication with foreign houses, thus securing the large profits which the factors had hitherto gained”. Apart from resulting in increasing profitability for the Baxter clan, this elimination of the middleman also “led to a substantial increase in the value of commerce from Dundee”.

Commission Agents for Baxter Brothers & Co

Edward Baxter & Son, which was a “purely merchandising operation”, was intimately connected with the Baxter Brothers and their trade networks. It dealt “in supplies of textile raw material and finished goods, mainly for Baxter Brothers”, Commissions agents and merchants such as Baxter acted as the communicative and commercial link between manufacturers and foreign consumers. Indeed, “by the 1850s up to three-quarters of British industrial exports were handled by commission agents who invariably acted for a large number of firms”. Edward Baxter & Son was thus indirectly connected to the Atlantic slavery economy as commission

---
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agents and export merchants engaged in trade with US markets, importing raw colonial produce and exporting manufactured textiles for Baxter Brothers and other firms. Like other commission agents at the time, Baxter sold consigned goods abroad on commission and remitted bills as payments, using some proceeds from sales to acquire return cargoes of colonial produce.  

Additionally, in their capacity as export merchants, Edward Baxter and his son, sold manufactured goods to foreign markets thus further linking their commercial interests with transatlantic slavery. An example of Edward Baxter & Son’s non-consigned commercial activities is illustrated in the bankruptcy examination of Mackenzie, Ramsay & Co. general merchants in Dundee and relatives of Edward Baxter.  

Mackenzie, Ramsay & Co. reported in 1857, that they had transactions of “two kinds” with Edward Baxter & Son; “they discounted bills for us, and we sold goods to them…we never made any consignments”. Mackenzie, Ramsay & Co. cite that “the aggregate amount of our sales of goods to Messrs Baxter & Son was about £2000 (RPW: £195,000).  

Two submissions from Edward Baxter & Son in the early 1850s to the Scottish Board of Customs provides a bit of insight to their shipping destinations, affiliated vessels, goods and agent operations at the time. According to Dundee Outport and District Records, on 30 September 1853, Edward Baxter & Son submitted an application “to be allowed to pass a shipping bill for some goods not entered”. The goods in question were 56 packages of linen and sacks worth £856 (RPW) on board the Pilmaise? for Melbourne.  

An earlier record sheds further light on Edward Baxter & Son export operations. On 27 December 1851, the firm submitted a request to the Board to remove three bales of hemp sacks on board the Earl of Paris free of duty from Montreal. His account states,  

“We gave the above goods in charge to a carter here on 16 August cash with directions to take them to the Dundee S. S. then on the berth for London. By some unaccountable error they were received on board the Earl of Paris loading for Canada….”  

The firm’s relay of events offers us insight to the innerworkings of their business. The firm would use carters to transport the goods to the relevant ports, sometimes paying in cash for the transaction. In this case it was hemp sacks to be shipped to London for possible export to the transatlantic market. Baxter also stated in the letter that “we then wrote to our agent in Dundee”, indicating that like many other established commission and merchant firms, they operated through agents in the various cities.

---
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In acting as a “general and commission-merchant”\textsuperscript{155} for firms including Baxter Brothers & Co., and through his investment securities, Edward Baxter was able to build a considerable fortune of over £500,000 (RPW: £47,600,000) by the time of his death in 1871.\textsuperscript{156}

Edward Baxter retired from Edward Baxter & Son in 1871 and the firm was “continued by W. E. Baxter as sole partner, assisted by Messrs A.H. Foggie and Henry D. Bell, under the firm W.E. Baxter & Co”.\textsuperscript{157}

\textit{Trade with America}

Having amassed a fortune, the question remains; where did his money come from? It has been established that through his links with Baxter Brothers & Co and inherited share of the company from his father, some of Edward Baxter’s wealth was sourced from transatlantic markets. However, compared to his siblings, he had a vast amount of investment securities in America and the colonies.

Baxter’s son, speaking on his father’s commercial activities, stated that, “he was a man engaged in foreign commerce, and no other; therefore, in wholesale commerce, and no other”.\textsuperscript{158} There is evidence which illustrates that Edward Baxter was very much involved in trade with America in the 1800s. On 10\textsuperscript{th} April 1857, Baxter Brothers & Co., Edward Baxter & Son and several other Dundee firms, signed a Dundee Chamber of Commerce resolve as “merchants and manufacturers engaged in the American trade” in support of the then American Consul in Dundee, Thomas Steere.\textsuperscript{159} Furthermore, in 1854, both aforementioned firms signed a petition “as exporters of goods from this district [Dundee] to the United States” against the removal of a former US Consul to Dundee, James M’Dowell.\textsuperscript{160}

Baxter was also Dundee’s first US consular officer. He is described as vice consul in a dispatch sent in December 1833 but in March 1834, he was nominated by US President Andrew Jackson to be upgraded to consul.\textsuperscript{161} He served from 1834 to 1845.\textsuperscript{162} As US Consul for Dundee, Baxter was extensively involved in engaging and fostering trade with America, while protecting the mercantile commercial and shipping interests of his Dundee counterparts.\textsuperscript{163} Given the aims of US Consuls which “existed to invent and find new markets”, with the responsibility for penetrating foreign markets resting on their consular officers,\textsuperscript{164} Baxter as US Consul would have kept vigil for commercial opportunities that benefitted American exporters as per his tasked duties. Additionally, before 1856, US consul officers had the right to carry on trade.\textsuperscript{165}
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As such, Baxter would have actively engaged and fostered trade with the US, gaining profits and a salary from his diplomatic position. He would have also had close ties with the local mercantile community dependent on him to dispatch and receive communications from the US regarding trading issues and likely benefitted tremendously in terms of developing networks and business relationships with firms eager to trade with the US.

His close commercial relationship with the US is evidenced in his American investments. Edward Baxter was “an expert on American securities” and had extensive “American holdings”.166 Robert Flemming (1843-1933) was a clerk in Edward Baxter & Son and was responsible for managing Baxter’s investments, eventually being sent to the US in 1870 as Baxter’s agent.167 In terms of Baxter’s investment interests “overseas transactions were carried out largely on the recommendations of Baxter’s investment bankers in America: Maitland, Phelps & Co. in New York and Falkner, Bell & Co. in San Francisco”.168 At the time of his death in 1871, Maitland, Phelps & Co held securities in trust for Baxter worth $340549.95 (RPW: $7,440,000). These securities were mainly invested in railroad companies from various US states including New York, New Orleans, Pittsburg, Michigan, Delaware, Massachusetts, Boston and Baltimore. Falkner, Bell & Co. also held securities in trust for him in the amount $123220 (RPW: $2,690,000).169

Edward Baxter himself divulged information on his investments indicating that he invested his capital in:

“buying and selling or lending money in railway and other mortgages, debentures, bonds, and shares, stocks and other securities both in this country and abroad and have large sums thus invested…”170

As a commission agent who worked with Baxter Brothers & Co in selling their goods abroad, Baxter’s aforementioned location of investment securities can provide an idea of some of the transatlantic markets for the firm’s goods.

Baxter also held various bonds related to Panama, India and the US. By the time of his death in 1871, Baxter’s estate included his Hazell Hall house as well as multiple country estates and investment securities which included “colonial government bonds, Panamanian and Indian railway bonds and U.S. railway and utility securities”.171

As a commission agent and export merchant who supplied raw material for the making of manufactured goods that were then re-exported to transatlantic markets, Edward Baxter was indirectly connected to slavery. His wealth through his business, father’s estate settlement and share in Baxter Brothers & Co as well as his many colonial investments, mean that a substantial portion of his wealth was derived from slavery and colonial enterprises. A portion of his
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heritable wealth passed to his brother David Baxter, whose bequest was the foundation of the Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design.

Sir David Baxter (1793-1872)

As highlighted above, David Baxter was indirectly connected with transatlantic slavery through his links with the plantations and role in Baxter Brothers & Co. However, before joining his father in the linen business, David Baxter was also involved in another sector of the Atlantic slavery economy, sugar refining. He served as manager of the Dundee Sugar House from 1818 to 1834 and “was appointed trustee on the sequestrated estates” of the Dundee New Sugar Refining Company that became bankrupt in 1824. Records of sugar imports direct from the Caribbean to Dundee are scarce. In 1786, “only one shipload of sugar is recorded as entering Dundee directly from the West Indies: a cargo of sugar and rum from St Christopher or St Kitts”. Most of the sugar was brought in from Glasgow or the Clyde with custom records labelling it as “brown or Muscovado Sugar Imported from His Majestys Sugar Colonies in America”. By 1837, David had left the sugar business and joined the family business. Following the death of his father, he became the head of Baxter Brothers & Co. in 1854.

As the head of the firm, David Baxter was the main beneficiary of Baxter Brothers & Co’s success. From 1860 to 1869 he received £592,500 (RPW: £56,000,000) consisting of £3000 (RPW: £283,000) as his salary from Baxter Brothers & Co, £166,300 (RPW: £15,700,000) capital interest, and £422,900 (RPW: £39,900,000) as profits on his share of the company. This does not include his stocks invested in Turnbull & Co, which would also have been highly profitable. In addition, Baxter possessed several “foreign government and railways bonds” from Washington (1864), Pennsylvania (1854) and Chile (1865) indicating his investments in US securities while slavery still existed.

At the time of his death in 1872, his property was valued at £1,200,000 (RPW: £110,000,000) of which £20,000 (RPW: £1,830,000) went towards establishing a mechanics’ institute in Dundee. This became the Dundee Technical Institute and the foundation of the Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design.

It is clear that David Baxter’s immense fortune was built upon the success of Baxter Brothers & Co lucrative linen trade which relied on a market in the transatlantic colonies and the continued use of enslaved labour. Adding to his wealth were his shipping and stock investments in firms such as DP&L and Turnbull & Co and US investment securities. The Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design is one of the largest and most prestigious schools of art and design in the UK. However, it was started with David Baxter’s bequest and money that
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was derived indirectly from slavery, a fact that has not been properly acknowledged by the university.

Furthermore, as some of Baxter Brothers & Co and David Baxter’s wealth was inherited by his sister, the money that was donated to found University College Dundee is undoubtedly linked to the enslaved people of the West Indies, US and South America and their descendants. This will be discussed in further detail in the case study on Mary Ann Baxter.

**Was David Baxter an Enslaver?**

Mention must be made on this point as (i) research was conducted on this question in phases one and two of the project and (ii) questions would naturally arise given the appearance of the names David, Henry and Edward Baxter on the *Legacies of British Slavery* database.

Given David Baxter’s involvement with the Dundee Sugar Refining Company and Baxter Brothers & Co. there is a possibility that the David Baxter listed on the LBS database is one and the same. The Henry Baxter listed on the database could also be the same Henry Baxter who was the son, heir and executor of John Baxter’s estate as well as David Baxter’s cousin and partner in the Dundee Sugar Refining Company. The David and Henry Baxter listed on the database both received compensation for estates in the same parish of Jamaica, St. George indicating a possible relation between the two men. However, it is highly circumstantial and difficult to verify whether these are the same Baxters in question. An Edward Baxter is also listed on the database, but the *Royal Gazette* lists an Edward Baxter as a planter in Jamaica from as early as 1806, making it unlikely that this is the same Edward Baxter in question. As mentioned in the Recommendations section, further research is needed on this point.

**Mary Ann Baxter (1801-1884)**

Mary Ann Baxter co-founded University College, Dundee with her donation of £130,000 (RPW: £13,400,000). At the time of her death in 1884, her estate was valued at £283,586 (RPW: £30,200,000).

**Inherited Wealth**

*The Estate of William Baxter & Stake in Baxter Brothers & Co*

Her fortune was amassed through inherited wealth from her father, siblings. At the time of his death in 1854, William Baxter’s estate was valued at £212,815 3s 3d (RPW: £20,400,000). He set up a “Trust Disposition and Settlement” for his estate and appointed his children as the
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trustees and executors.\textsuperscript{186} He bequeathed “life-rent” use of his Ellengowan and Balgavies properties to Mary Ann and her sister Eleanor.\textsuperscript{187} In terms of Baxter Brothers & Co., her father included in his will that the value of his share and interest in the business as it stands “in the last balance in that Company’s Books immediately” before his death, was to be given to his children Edward, David, John, Eleanor, Mary Ann and Eliza.\textsuperscript{188} William Baxter instructed that his “estate and effects, heritable and moveable” be converted into money with the residue (after satisfying claims upon his estate) to be divided “into six equal parts”. Three of the shares went to his sons as their absolute property while the other three shares were given to his daughters. In the case of his daughters, their shares were invested “on good security” with payments made “yearly by equal portions” to them on “the interest, annual rent or produce of the said portions or shares, overally belonging to and invested for them”.\textsuperscript{189} He also granted his daughters “full power to test and dispose of their respective shares or portions”,\textsuperscript{190} indicating that Mary Ann would have had a good degree of freedom to invest her money as she saw fit.

At the time of his death, William Baxter’s share in the capital stock of Baxter Brothers & Co was £99,999 14s 7d (RPW: £9,600,000) with interest at 3 ¾% from 28 May 1853 to 22 February 1854 adding £2773 19s 5d (RPW: £266,000). He was also due £25,823 2s 4d (RPW: £2,480,000) and an interest of £716 15s (RPW: £68,800) from the company.\textsuperscript{191} Mary Ann’s name appears in Baxter Brothers & Co. 1854 balance book on 26\textsuperscript{th} May 1855 along with “Edward Baxter”, “F + Mrs Molison” (Eliza Baxter’s married name), “Eleanor Baxter”, “David Baxter for (W. Baxter’s Executors)” and “the late W. Baxter’s Trustees”. She is listed as receiving £13023 11d (RPW: £1,240,000) while the Trustees received £99,999 14s 7d (RPW: £9,550,000), the value of William Baxter’s capital stock. Her name repeats again on 31\textsuperscript{st} May 1856 as receiving the same sum, £13023 11d (RPW: £1,240,000) accompanied by another figure, £93545 16s 4d (RPW: £8,940,000). The “Trustees of late William Baxter” also received £67499 14s 7d (RPW: £6,450,000). The names “Miss Baxter” and “David Baxter (W. Baxter’s Executors)” are also included on this date as recipients of various sums. “Miss Baxter”, likely Eleanor Baxter, received almost the same amount as her sister, £13023 10d (RPW: £1,240,000). MA Baxter is listed again on 26\textsuperscript{th} May 1860 as receiving £2523 11d (RPW: £242,000) and £5046 1s 9d (RPW: £485,000).\textsuperscript{192} The aforementioned sums of money under Mary Ann’s name would have been her inherited share of her father’s stake in Baxter Brothers & Co as well as revenue and accrued interest. This not only establishes a clear flow of intergenerational wealth between the two Baxters but also a flow of wealth from profits of Baxter Brothers & Co to Mary Ann Baxter.

The Inventory of Mary Ann Baxter

Mary Ann Baxter’s inventory at the time of her death in 1884, further clarifies the amount of wealth she inherited from her father. The sums invested or held in trust for Mary Ann under her father’s deed of settlement as well as all her interests and revenue in the succession to her father’s estate, amounted to £64,135 (RPW: £6,830,000).\textsuperscript{193}
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The British Linen Company

The shares of this trust fund that had grown over time, had been invested in various companies that were involved in the transatlantic slavery economy such as the British Linen Company Bank, Dundee. The British Linen Company established in 1746 to promote the linen industry branched into banking in the late 1760s. Being able to expand relatively quickly on account of its wide network of agents, “by 1780, it had a total of nine agencies, or branches”. 194

Union Bank of Australia

Another such investment was made in the Union Bank of Australia. Formed in 1837, the Union Bank of Australia was a predecessor of the Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited. 195 Apart from its colonialist role, the bank was also linked with transatlantic slavery through three of its directors. John Bloxam Elin (1791-1873), James Bogle Smith (1787-1870) and John Bloxam Elin (1791-1873), along with its co-founder, George Fife Angas (who joined the South Australian Colonisation Commission in 1835) 196 all received compensation for enslaved people. 197 Mary Ann also had investments in the Bank of Australasia through her father’s estate. 198 The Bank of Australasia “incorporated by Royal Charter in 1834” and operating in Sydney from 1835, was a predecessor firm of the Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited. 199 Jacob Barrow Montefiore (1801–1895) was a founder and director of the Bank of Australasia. 200 Together with his brother, Joseph (1803-1893), he formed a partnership under the firm J.B Montefiore & Co., and “were instrumental in the foundation of the Bank of Australasia”. 201 Their father, Eliezer Montefiore, “had traded 211 slaves to Demerara and Belize”. 202 In 1838, the brothers received £386 19s 1d (RPW: £35,600) for 20 enslaved persons “as trustees for three children of a tenant in tail”. 203 In 1837, Jacob unsuccessfully claimed, as trustee, £514 12s 3d (RPW: £47,800) for 33 enslaved persons on Caledonia estate. Both estates associated with Jacob Montefiore were in Barbados. The Bank, supported by wealthy London investors including Jacob, “while it fell short of the funds predicted, with a total capital of £200,000, its primary objective was to facilitate colonial financial transactions”. 204

196 ‘NatWest Group ‘Angas’; Edwin Hodder, George Fife Angas: Father and Founder of South Australia, United Kingdom, Hodder and Stoughton, 1891, p. 98.
**DP&L & Colonial Stocks**

Mary Ann also possessed investments in the Scottish American Mortgage Company Limited and numerous railway stocks via the settlement. Her total estate in Scotland was worth £226,324 (RPW: £24,100,000), which included wealth derived from joint stock companies such as DP&L, Dundee Coffee House Company and the Scottish American Trust Company. Mary Ann’s investments also extended to Asia as she was due sums from Agra Bank Limited and the Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation. She also possessed about £1100 (RPW: £117,000) “India five percent stock” in the Bank of England which was held by her sister Eleanor on her behalf.

Mary Ann also held stocks in various colonial funds in Asia and Australia, such as £1778 2s 7d (RPW: £189,000) in the East India Railway, £2098 16s 8d (RPW: £224,000) in New South Wales Inscribed Stock and £2038 16s 8d (RPW: £217,000) in the Victorian Government Inscribed Stock.

**Railway Stocks**

Investments aligned with both her Scotland and England estates show that Mary Ann, like her father and brothers, owned valuable stocks in several railways. Some of her stocks for North Eastern Railway were worth £12644 10d (RPW: £1,350,000), London & North Western Railway, £5964 4s 9d (RPW: £636,000) Midland Railway, £13333 15s 5d (RPW: £1,420,000), Caledonian Railway, £27953 16s 2d (RPW: £2,980,000) and Glasgow South Western Railway £6022 10s (RPW: £642,000). William Baxter also owned 614 shares of capital stock of the Dundee and Arbroath Railway Company worth £11420 8s (RPW: £1,100,000) of which 80 shares were in the name of Mary Ann.

The connection between railways and slavery is one that evokes much debate in academia. Nick Draper states that findings from the Legacies of British Slave-ownership research illustrate that “direct financing by slave-owners constitutes perhaps the most immediate type of legacy in infrastructure”. Mary Wills and Madge Dresser also corroborate this point, stating that “as wealthy local elites, slaveowners undoubtedly played a role as investors and managers in the developing transportation infrastructure, including railways in the nineteenth century”. For example, the Great Western Railway benefitted from the Bristol West India interest and railway companies such as Edinburgh & Northern, benefitted from slavery-derived wealth in that “40% of the initial subscriptions were from slave-owners and their families”. Therefore, while Mary Ann Baxter herself did not have wealth derived directly
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from slavery, her and her family’s railway investments and increasing resultant wealth meant that they benefitted from an industry with tangible links to the transatlantic slavery economy.

**Inherited Wealth from David Baxter**

According to the *ODNB*, Mary Ann Baxter “received a significant inheritance on the death of her brother Sir David Baxter in 1872”. 214 In terms of David Baxter’s £1,200,000 (RPW: £110,000,000) estate “one half was divided among near relatives, and the other among distant relatives and public institutions”. 215 Mary Ann’s inventory lists £1000 (RPW: £107,000) as the estimated amount of the share of her brother’s estate at the time of her death in 1884. 216

**Inherited Wealth from Eleanor Baxter**

Mary Ann Baxter also inherited the estate of her sister Eleanor, following her death in 1868. 217 Her estate was worth £96,797 13s 5d (RPW: £8,900,000) and like her siblings, included bonds by the Corporation of the City of New Orleans, investments in various railways in England and Scotland and shares or stocks granted to them as trustees for their father’s estate. 218

Indeed, it is evident that Mary Ann’s “inherited wealth achieved through a successful family business was reflected in the gross value of her estate”. 219

**Reinvestment of Slavery Derived Wealth into Colonialism**

Another interesting point worth mentioning is Mary-Ann’s philanthropical work in “Central, Africa, India, China and New Guinea”. 220 Though noble in its intention, her ardent support of missions in these regions is a classic example of colonialism and the imposition of Anglocentric religious ideals on indigenous populations. The accepted prejudicial thinking at the time on ‘civilising’ the ‘uncivilised’ world is one that needs no explanation. Mary Ann’s support of such causes was so dedicated that she bought a steamer for £3000 (RPW: £320,000) (and a replacement, for £2000 [RPW: £213,000]) 221 which she named *Ellengowan* “to take missionaries to New Guinea”. 222 The Baxter River that was named after her, epitomises a lasting legacy of British colonialism in New Guinea’s built environment. Mary Ann Baxter also provided financial assistance to help train “native pastors and teachers” in China and India as well as “established the Papuan Institute on Murray Island, New Guinea”.

---
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The University of Dundee’s Links with Slavery & Colonialism

It should be noted that by the time of David Baxter’s death in 1872, Baxter Brothers & Co was not yet heavily involved in the jute industry. 224 Therefore, Mary Ann’s inherited wealth through shares in the firm at the time of her father and brother’s death would have been mainly based on the business of linen and its exportation to clothe the enslaved people in the US, West Indies and Latin America. However, her brothers, father and indeed Mary Ann herself held various stocks and lucrative colonial investments in Asia and Australia that grew over time, further adding to her inherited textile fortune.

In terms of ‘slavery derived wealth’, it is difficult to assess precisely to what extent transatlantic slavery contributed to someone’s wealth. In the case of William, David and Edward Baxter, a consistent increase in their wealth can be seen through their firm Baxter Brothers & Co, merchant activities and shares in other firms indirectly linked with transatlantic slavery such as D.P&L and Turnbull & Co. As Mary Ann was the direct recipient of funds from Baxter Brothers & Co through her father’s settlement and as a beneficiary of her brother and sister’s estate, it is clear that a large portion of her wealth came from the family’s business as well as transatlantic and colonial investments. Therefore, although some of her wealth came from other sources, the Atlantic slavery economy and slavery itself were the main determinants in the accumulation of her wealth. Since her and her family’s fortune was grounded in slavery economics, it can thus be argued that wealth, indirectly derived from slavery, constituted the foundation of Mary Ann Baxter’s founding bequest to the University of Dundee. It is then undeniable that transatlantic slavery, colonialism and the enslaved people of the US, West Indies and Latin America constitute an integral part of the University of Dundee’s formation and history.

There is no question that Mary Ann Baxter was a benevolent person, evidenced in her multiple generous donations to various organisations and causes in Dundee. However, the role of the enslaved people in the Baxter success story and the foundation of the University of Dundee is one that must be acknowledged.

John Boyd Baxter (1796-1882)

John Boyd Baxter helped found the University College Dundee with his bequest of £10,000 (RPW: £1,030,000). 225 He was the second son of William W. Baxter, a cousin of William Baxter. 226 He studied law and became a solicitor in Dundee, where he was appointed as Procuretor-Fiscal for the country in 1824. No direct links with slavery are apparent in the case of John Boyd Baxter, however indirect links may exist through; his father who was regarded as “one of the principal merchants in the town”, his father-in-law, Alexander Edward who was a tobacconist and brothers-in-law via their flax spinning and linen merchants and manufacturers firm, A & D Edward & Co. 227
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Time constraints of this project prevented an in-depth look into the commercial activities of J.B. Baxter. Further research is needed to better ascertain his commercial background, inherited wealth and possible indirect links with slavery and the empire.

William Edward Baxter (1825-1890) & Views on Slavery in the US

The son of Edward Baxter and partner in Edward Baxter & Son, W.E. Baxter was a wealthy merchant and MP for the Montrose Burghs in Dundee. He inherited part of his wealth from his father and uncle, David Baxter. His wealth at death was £128,903 11s 5d (RPW: £14,500,000).

Interestingly, he was the author of *America and the Americans* which targeted European audiences to highlight the evils of slavery. The book relayed what he witnessed on his travels to the US and condemned the brutality of slavery:

“...this daring revolt of the slaveowners should be down now. I desire it in the interest of the black man, emancipated throughout the Union by the Republican party, condemned to perpetual bondage by the Confederate Constitution-I desire it in the interest of my country, which never could allow the re-opening of the African slave trade, or the indefinite extension of slave territory...”

His abolitionist views, however, did not stop him from being an active participant and profiteer from the sales made to clothe enslaved peoples and their descendants through his firm Edward LockitE.pdf, accessed 8 April 2022; Genes on the Web, ‘Sons and Daughters of Forfarshire and Beyond’, http://www.genesontheweb.co.uk/g16/p16562.htm, accessed 8 April 2022; McManus 168, ‘John Boyd Baxter’.
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Baxter & Son. Baxter’s commercial activities and his abolitionist views illustrate stark dissonances. Although his goods would have been shipped to plantations, it appears that he saw himself far removed from the Manchester cotton merchants who imported raw cotton from plantations using enslaved labour. In reality, W.E. Baxter’s case is not unique. Research in this field has revealed an increasingly complicated and nuanced picture of many prominent merchants connected with slavery. The on-the-surface generalisation that all enslavers were pro-slavery, and all abolitionists were not involved in the business of slavery is a common misconception. In this sense, W.E. Baxter’s cognitive dissonance reinforces an important point; the aim of research such as this, is not to vilify or relegate historical figures to a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ category, but rather is to provide a holistic and uncensored narrative of Britain’s imperial past.
ENDOWMENTS AND DONORS

Armitstead Bursary Endowment

George Armitstead (1824-1915) of George Armitstead & Co. donated £2500 (RPW: £257,000) to the University in 1883. The scholarship was “for a period of not more than 4 years in the first instance” but could be extended subject to what was necessary.234 The combined capital and revenue in 2014 was £328,864.53.235

Born in Riga, Russia, it was there that his father formed “the flax trading company” Armitstead & Co.236 The company likely had commercial links with Dundee from as early as 1834, with a vessel ‘George Armitstead’ operating between the two cities.237 He was linked with the Atlantic slavery economy and the empire in various ways. Armitstead was a “flax and jute merchant, importer of fertilisers, shipowner, railway director and finally MP”.238 Dundee trade directories and shipping registers list Armitstead “merchant and commission agent” and “shipowner”.239

Links with the Baxters

Marriage & Inheritance

In 1848, he is recorded as having commenced business in Dundee as a flax merchant and established a London branch of his business in 1857.240 He married into the Baxter family in 1848. His wife was the daughter of Edward Baxter, Jane Elizabeth.241 Armitstead is described in David Baxter’s will as his nephew and “merchant in Dundee and London”.242 He was one of the trustees to whom David Baxter conveyed his “whole property, heritable and moveable” and bequeathed a personal legacy of £20,000 (RPW: £1,830,000) to Armitstead.243 Edward Baxter also named Armistead as one of his trustees.244

239 Dundee Directories, 1853-1891, Local Studies, Central Library, Dundee; Registers of Shipping, 1849-1863. CE70/11/8-11, Dundee City Archives; McManus 168, ‘George Armitstead Esquire’.
240 R/62, ‘George Armitstead; Baron Armitstead of Castlehill in the City of Dundee, 1824-1915’, University of Dundee Archive Services; McManus 168, ‘George Armitstead Esquire’; Friends of Dundee City Archives, ‘More on George Armitstead’.
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Importer of Flax & Commission Agent

George Armitstead & Co. is listed as “merchants and commission agents” from 1853. The firm would have been flax suppliers as well as commission agents for Baxter Brothers & Co, thereby benefitting indirectly from the sale of their goods in transatlantic markets. A warehouse fire in 1865 gives an idea of some of the raw material Armitstead imported from the Baltic. The warehouse which was occupied by his firm “was completely filled with Archangel tow and Riga odilla, which was mad up into bales” worth between £9000 and £10,000.

“G. Armitstead & Co” is also listed in the Baxter Brothers financial records on 26th May 1855 and 31st May 1856 as being credited with £2887 3s 3d (RPW: £276,000) and £29 6s 2d (RPW: £2,800) respectively. This was likely either commission for selling consigned goods or supplying flax.

Guano Importation

In addition to flax, Armitstead was an importer of guano from Peru. According to the Evening Telegraph, George Armistead & Co “dealt in fertiliser from the guano islands off the west coast of South America”. An 1865 notice shows the firm advertising “the Florine with a Cargo of 1400 Tons” of “Peruvian government Guano” for sale to “landowners, farmers, and others”. In terms of guano importation to Dundee, “the ships bringing this pungent, but necessary, commodity were the largest using the Tay until the development of the jute trade”.

Guano, which comes from the Quechua word ‘wanu’ meaning ‘malodorous commodity’, is the nitrate-rich excrement of seabirds. Once used by the Inca, it was extracted mainly from the Chincha Islands, Peru to be used as fertiliser. During colonial rule, the importance of guano waned in favour of silver. Following Peru’s independence from Spain, the importance of guano as a fertiliser was revived due to the Peruvian government’s efforts and the onset of foreign merchants trying to capitalise on emerging South American markets and the guano trade.
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The Labour Force: Enslaved Persons & Chinese Indentured Labour

In 1840 the international trade in guano began, with the prominent English merchant house of William Gibbs & Co “holding a virtual monopoly on Peruvian guano, from 1842 until 1861”.255 The principal markets for guano were the US, Britain and France with convicts, enslaved people and Chinese indentured labourers bearing the brunt of the labour. 256 As W. M. Matthew writes, “there was little voluntary movement of workers to the guano islands. People usually had to be placed there and coercively retained”.257 Domingo Elias, a plantation owner and politician who was self-proclaimed President of Peru in 1844, was awarded the business of extracting guano from the islands in 1849. The arrangement was supposed to last for six years but was terminated in 1853.258 Elias political clout “and his command, as a major plantation owner, of a substantial labour force” allowed him to secure the contract.259 It was said that:

“Don Domingo would make use of his negro slaves, not of free labourers to whom he would have to pay wages, the loading would leave him an annual profit of $30,000”.260

In the 1840s, convicts, army deserters, conscripts and enslaved people from Elias’ plantations laboured in Chincha islands, extracting guano for the European and US markets. At the time “the workforce varied between 200 and 800 men, who were isolated on the islands”.261 Up till 1853, enslaved people still accounted for part of the work force on the islands. “In 1853 the working population was apparently about 70 per cent Chinese and 6 per cent slave”.262

Confronted with political instability, the impending abolition of slavery and labour shortages in plantations and mines, Elias headed a bill in 1848 that introduced indentured labourers from China. Between 1849 and 1874, over 100,000 Chinese indentured labourers were brought to Peru aboard approximately 276 vessels.263 “Chinese workers replaced slaves in the fields, on the railroad, in the mines, and on the guano island” and the exploitative system facilitated the abolition of slavery in Peru in 1854.264 Elias as a slaveowner was compensated after the abolition of slavery and “like other slave owners, he profited off of the end of slavery and
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through facilitating the importation of Chinese labor”. He was “the third most important compensated owner” having received 111,000 pesos for 370 enslaved persons.

Although regarded as indentureship with labourers being paid wages, it was seen by many as “a form of ‘disguised slavery’”. As G. W. Peck states, the Chinese indentured workers were “absolutely slaves…without any title, or rights, or conceded customs—mere over-worked beasts of burden.”

Similar to the Chinese and Indian indenture system in the West Indies, coercion, trickery and kidnapping were often involved in recruiting labourers for the scheme. The manipulative means of recruiting and the voyage conditions saw that “out of 736 recorded voyages from China to Latin America between 1847 and 1874, mutinies struck almost one in ten”.

There are many accounts of the harsh and cruel treatment of the Chinese indentured labourers from as early 1854. Writing on the plight of these labourers, the Nautical Magazine wrote in 1856:

“Most people…have heard of the fertilizing virtues of guano … but few probably are aware that the acquisition of this deposit, which enriches our lands and fills the purses of our traders, entails an amount of misery and suffering on a portion of our fellow creatures, the relation of which, if not respectably attested, would be treated as a fiction.”

“Heavy floggings”, “murderous cruelty”, “as many as 30 flogged in one day” were some of the atrocities reported by ship captains and observers visiting the island. It was reported that “indentured laborers who did not load 5 tons of bird feces per day, 7 days per week, were whipped”. Suicide rates and opium abuse among the Chinese labourers were high:

“In the months of November (1853)- wrote an American mariner-I have heard fifty of the boldest of them joined hands and jumped from the precipice into the sea. In December there were twenty-three suicides; this is from one in authority; in January quite a number, but I have not learned how many”.

According to an 1854 account by a Peruvian consular officer based in Canton, the ‘Guano Islands’:

“Are represented as so many prisons where the Chinese are maltreated. Up to a point this cannot be denied for want of proof and more so as the Captains of Peruvian Vessels themselves, who come with Guano to return with Chinese, give such information”.
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The terrible conditions and treatment of the indentured labourers were eventually brought to the attention of both the British and Peruvian governments. Samuel Went, who was in charge of William Gibbs & Co house, claimed that the conditions such as wages, medical care and treatment were improved after they took over from Elias. Although it appeared that “the number of independent reports itemising brutalities fell away sharply after the mid-1850s”, the labour system used to extract guano for exportation to Britain was one predicated on oppression, having been rooted in the enslavement of Africans, an indentureship system borne out of slave derived wealth and the maltreatment of Chinese labourers.

**Guano Markets & Slavery**

Apart from the Guano trade’s links with slavery and colonialism through its labour force, it was also tied in with both systems through its markets. Guano was used to supply the US cotton south as a “a reliable means of renewing the exhausted soil of the southern plantation” and preserve nutrients in the soil exhausted through industrialisation processes in Britain. The exploitative Guano industry thus helped to sustain cotton production in the US as well as meet the agricultural and developmental needs of Britain as an industrialising nation. George Armistead & Co., was therefore, indirectly connected with slavery and the exploitative Chinese indentureship as an importer of Peruvian guano who profited from this trade.

**Shipping Interests**

Having owned and commissioned various vessels for trade activities with the Baltic, South America and Asia, George Armistead is credited with helping the shipbuilding industry of Dundee. Runo, built in 1849 for trade with the Baltic was firstly owned by Armistead and his father-in-law, Edward Baxter. Another vessel, Onega, built in 1850 and owned by Armistead, was commissioned “for Dundee-Baltic trades”. However, it was lost in 1862 “at the end of a transatlantic voyage”. Another brig, George & Lucy, was built in 1851 “for a Riga-resident brother of George Armistead” and was used for Dundee-Baltic trades. It was owned by Armistead in 1853. Though different from Manchester merchants who imported cotton grown by the enslaved people in the US, Brazil and West Indies, Armistead and his firm George Armistead & Co were still indirectly linked with the Atlantic slavery economy through their active involvement in the shipping industry and importation of raw materials such as flax; an important raw material needed to manufacture Osnaburgs.

Armistead also acquired the DP&L paddler, London, with others, the brig *Mary Jessie* and the barque *Eva*, that was built in 1853 for “deep sea trading”.\(^{283}\) In the later years, a screw steamer, *Garry*, was registered to “North Sea S.S. Co. Ltd. - G. Armistead & Co” in 1883 and *Spye* and *Isla*, in the late 1800s.\(^{284}\)

**Trade with the Far East**

*Dent & Co*

Armistead remained committed to the Baltic trade despite the era of ‘Jutepolis’. According to Steven Ivings, “George Armistead & Co.’s core competency remained in the Baltic trade in which the firm maintained strong personal and commercial networks.”\(^{285}\) However, George Armistead & Co did invest in trade in East Asia through ventures to the Far East via *Eva* in the 1850s and the West Pacific Company Limited (WPC).\(^{286}\) *Eva* which was chartered by Dent & Co for trade in 1861, is illustrative of one way in which Armistead profited from trade with the empire and Atlantic slavery. *Dent & Co*, a powerhouse Shanghai-based British merchant firm operating in the Far East, was founded by George Baring (1781–1854) in 1809 as an “East India supercargo”. *Dent & Co* later traded in opium, becoming the main rival of Jardine, Matheson & Co. before failing in 1867.\(^{287}\) George Baring was the son of Sir Francis Baring (1740–1810) who founded the Baring Brothers merchant bank. The Barings bank network encompassed slavery-related interests “including funding the mortgage on the Bogue Estate in St James, Jamaica, with over 200 enslaved people held”.\(^{288}\) Banks such as Barings, built by fortunes based in West India interests, “would lend to slave-traders, or West India merchants (importing sugar, coffee, cotton, tobacco, and other slave-produced goods)”.\(^{289}\) George’s brother, Alexander Baring, was a beneficiary of multiple claims of compensation for enslaved
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persons on estates in British Guiana and St Kitts,\textsuperscript{290} while Baring himself worked for his father as an agent for Baring Brothers in his earlier days.\textsuperscript{291}

Dent & Co’s chartering of \textit{Eva}, a ship owned by George Armitstead & Co, provides an example of the indirect way in which Armitstead’s firm was connected with slavery derived profits and trade in East Asia. His firm benefitted financially from its chartering relationship with Dent & Co, a firm founded with money from the Barings family West India trading fortune. It is likely that other similar firms, with ties or origins in slavery, chartered Armitstead’s fleet for trading purposes to Asia and elsewhere.

\textit{West Pacific Company Limited}

Thomas Wright Blakiston (1832–1891), an English merchant and ‘explorer’, upon returning from Hakodate, Japan became interested in the island’s timber and trade with China and Japan. Needing funds and the “mercantile know-how”, he teamed up with George Armitstead & Co to form the WPC.\textsuperscript{292} At the time, George Armitstead & Co was “among the most prominent mercantile firms in Dundee” with some knowledge of trade with Asia. Armistead became a large shareholder in WPC, owning 50 shares in the company.\textsuperscript{293} It is likely that the other shareholders in the company were indirectly linked with transatlantic slavery or colonialism in one way or the other as wealthy Dundee or London merchants.

WPC, which was registered in 1863, had ties to the empire through its ‘Far East’ trade. George Armitstead & Co built three ships, \textit{Khankai}, \textit{Ousuri} and \textit{Akindo}, that were then leased to the WPC for its trading activities.\textsuperscript{294} The WPC traded in timber, coal, rice as well as Chinese and Western goods via Hakodate, Shanghai, Malaya and Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{295} The company’s ‘Memorandum of Association’ also indicates that they were “Merchants or Commission Agents”.\textsuperscript{296} Given Britain’s colonisation of Malaya, Shanghai and Hong Kong at the time, some of Armitstead’s wealth was, therefore, derived from his stake in the WPC and shipping interests invested in colonialist commerce.

As George Armitstead was indirectly linked with the Atlantic slavery economy and the empire through his heavy importation of flax, guano, shipping charters, stake in the WPC and inheritance from David Baxter, it is safe to say that the founding money of the Armitstead Bursary Endowment was partly derived from transatlantic slavery and colonialism.

\textbf{Stephen Williamson Bursary Endowment}

This endowment, recorded in 1905, was made by the widow of Stephen Williamson of Copely, Cheshire.\textsuperscript{297} The combined capital and revenue balance of the fund in 2014 amounted to £14,814.37.\textsuperscript{298}
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Balfour, Williamson & Co. & Chile

Stephen Williamson, born in Kilrenny, Fifeshire in 1827, was head of the ship owning and merchant firm in Liverpool, Balfour, Williamson & Co. He was the son of a ship-owner, Archibald Williamson and studied business in Liverpool, where he partnered with another Scotsman, Alexander Balfour (1824-1886). The company was founded in 1851 and had strong trade connections with South America, with offices in Valparaiso and Chile. Described as Chilean merchants, the firm had “an interest in most Chilean imports and exports including nitrates, and some business with Peru”. The firm initially exported British manufactured goods to Valparaiso, Chile and imported raw goods such as nitrates, wheat and copper from Chile. Their trade and investments portfolio also extended to cement works, flour mills, iron works, and petroleum in Valparaiso. In 1864, Williamson encouraged trade to San Francisco where they eventually held offices. It also engaged in grain trade in California and later formed the Pacific Loan & Investment Co. to expand its investments and trade in the US, Chile and Peru. As far as commercial operations in Chile were concerned, Balfour, Williamson & Co was quite involved in Chilean nitrate companies, to the extent where they “made issues for the South American companies and accepted seats on their boards” According to S.D. Chapman, “trading connexions were encouraged to deposit money with the London house, which in turn advanced credits to Chilean nitrate companies on a large scale.”

In the 1840s up till the 1930s, countries in South America such as Peru and Chile, “exported hundreds of millions of tons” of guano and sodium nitrate or salitre to various places across the globe, including California and Britain to be used as fertilisers. As mentioned above, the Peruvian guano trade relied on the exploitation of Chinese indentured labourers. The labour force needed by nitrate firms in Chile followed a similar template of exploitation.

The Enganche System & Nitrate Trade

The enganche system and its recruiters, enganchadores, which translates to “ones who press or trick others into performing a service” resulted in debt peonage or bonded labour to support
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the extraction of nitrates in Chile.\textsuperscript{309} Introduced by Henry Meiggs in Chile in the 1850s as part of railway construction, it became a popular practice that was adopted by mining companies. The Asociacion Salitrera (Nitrate Producers Association) “ran carnivals in which entertainment was followed by a pitch describing the fortunes to be made in the north”.\textsuperscript{310} However, the reality was vastly different for the newly arrived migrant workers seeking fortune in Northern Chile. The nitrate companies “routinely ignored contractual obligations” with lower wages and a high cost of living leading to poor living conditions. It was not possible for the labourers to leave as they became “hooked” - in debt to the contractor for the passage north and without the means for a steamship ticket home”. What resulted was a system of bonded labour where “debt for his passage to the mines became the interminable bond that kept each worker toiling endlessly for his contractor”.\textsuperscript{311}

**Control in Commercial Activities of Nitrate Companies**

As the industry was seasonal and demanding, the exploitative labour practices of nitrate producers resulted in the constant recruitment of migrant workers from Peru, Bolivia and Central Chile. This led to a ‘reserve army of labour’ that could undercut wages of Chilean workers and promote a division of labour. According to Michael Monteón this “led to the development of national minorities in northern Chile” and the persistence of competition and social conflict in Northern Chile. Although Chile controlled the nitrate deposits following the War of the Pacific (1879-1883), “the nitrate trade was controlled before the First World War by British firms and thereafter by corporations in Great Britain and the United States”.\textsuperscript{312} These companies in London and Liverpool had just as much control in the commercial activities in Chile as their partner firms in South America. By way of their Chilean partners, Balfour Williamson\textsuperscript{313}, “held directorships in several nitrate companies, as well as providing accounts for 15 salitreros”, including firms that controlled the commercial management of the nitrate mines.\textsuperscript{314} They also partook in other branches of the trade in supplying “overdrafts to pay for stockholding and nitrate in transit” as well as managing local port agencies.\textsuperscript{315} Another account of the firm’s interests on the ground reveals that the “managers of Balfour Williamson’s mines were regarded as inept and what little work they did was misdirected”.\textsuperscript{316}

Though diversifying into other industries in its later years, it is clear that Stephen Williamson’s firm and its subsidiaries in Chile profited extensively from the nitrate trade that was dependent on exploitative and imperialistic labour systems. Furthermore, as a Liverpool export firm operating from 1851, it is highly likely their shipments of manufactured goods and nitrate fertilisers made its way to southern plantations in the US prior to the outbreak of the Civil War.

\textsuperscript{309} Melillo, ‘The First Green Revolution’, p. 1030.


\textsuperscript{312} Michael Monteon, ‘The Enganche’, p. 66.

\textsuperscript{313} Williamson Balfour or Balfour Williamson was the subsidiary in Chile of Balfour, Williamson & Co. Porteous, J. Douglas, ‘Easter Island: The Scottish Connection’, *Geographical Review*, vol. 68, no. 2, 1978, p. 147.


\textsuperscript{315} Barria, Llorca-Jaña and Miller, *Capitalists, Business and State-Building in Chile*, p. 101.

\textsuperscript{316} Barria, Llorca-Jaña and Miller, *Capitalists, Business and State-Building in Chile*, p. 116.
Another example of the firm’s imperialist practice is apparent in Williamson Balfour’s “control of Easter Island in the mid-1800s”. In 1903, Williamson Balfour established the subsidiary firm La Compañía Explotadora de la Isla de Pascua (CEDIP), fittingly translated as the Easter Island Exploitation Company, to capitalise on sheep rearing and the wool trade.

The impact on the physical landscape of Easter Island and the lives of the indigenous people, the Rapa Nui, has been noted in scholarly literature. J. Douglas Porteous wrote that the operations of Brander-Bornier and CEDIP, both Scottish sheep-rearing businesses, meant that the island was a virtual “company state”. He explains that both companies “were the initiators of the radical changes in settlement patterns, economy, employment and landscape features which took place after 1870”. In preparation for capital intensive sheep rearing, Brander-Bornier who controlled the island in the 1860s, “rounded up the native population and forced them to live in the government-owned area of Hangaroa”. One account states that “the Rapanui were and have been forbidden to disturb the stock and they were compelled to live in the village of Hangaroa”. Easter Island essentially became “a personal estate” with sheep rearing resulting in the virtual extinction of indigenous trees and destruction of ceremonial artefacts to build walls as ‘fences’. As Alfred Métraux recounted in relation to one of the villages, “there are the remains of several houses, though some have been pulled down by Williamson-Balfour agents for stones to build their walls”.

There were many reports of “repression and abuse” of the indigenous population by CEDIP which “became a permanent feature of the Chilean press and eventually resulted in government action”. The Chilean government gained control of Easter Island in 1952 following naval occupation, though according to Porteous, this simply replaced one authority with another. The exploitation of Easter Island is an understudied aspect of the empire. However, the displacement of indigenous populations to facilitate trade and profits that did not financially benefit or develop the land it exploited, is a staple feature and indeed characteristic of British imperialism.

Through Balfour, Williamson & Co’s imperialist practice of forced resettlement and exploitation of Easter Island as well as its deep involvement with the Chilean nitrate trade, Stephen Williamson and the Stephen Williamson Bursary Endowment has become linked with an increasingly under focused aspect of British imperialism.

---

319 Modernization of easter island, pp. 125-7.
320 Porteous, ‘Easter Island’, p. 150; Beverley Haun, Inventing ’Easter Island’: United Kingdom, University of Toronto Press, 2008.
323 Porteous, ‘Easter Island’, p. 156.
Carnelley Memorial Prize Endowment

“Described as one of the old school of textile men who helped to build up Lancashire's greatness...Carnelley was a man who contributed to Britain's prosperous industry and trade during the 19th and early 20th Century”.324

The Carnelley Memorial Prize, registered in 1892, was founded by William Carnelley (1823-1919) of Fallowfield, Manchester.325 As of 2014, it’s combined capital and revenue was £5,397.25.326

Involvement with Rylands & Sons

Born in 1823, Carnelley was indirectly linked with the Atlantic slavery economy as senior director and chairman of the stalwart Manchester cotton firm, Rylands & Sons. After gaining experience in the textile industry working for his uncle, a small business linen manufacturer, Carnelley headed to Manchester in 1840. He secured a position at the Wigan branch of Rylands & Sons. “in charge of the handloom” as well as being “made responsible for the company's material costs and expenses”. He eventually became head of manufacturing at the Wigan branch and in 1847, was in charge of managing the Fustian Department at the firm’s Manchester Warehouse.327 He is described in 1870 as a Warehouseman.328 After the firm became a joint stock company, Carnelley “was nominated by John Rylands to be one of the nine Directors on the company board”.329 Following the death of John Rylands in 1888, Carnelley continued working for the Rylands & Sons and was appointed chairman in 1901. He retired from the firm in 1916 after which he was bestowed with the title of “Honorary Directorship”.330

Rylands & Sons and Links with Slavery

Rylands & Sons was established in 1819 by John Rylands (1801-1888), his brothers and his father, Joseph Rylands (1767-1847) and was initially manufacturers and distributors of linen.331 A factor which may account for Rylands & Sons being listed in Baxter Brothers & Co financial records.332 In 1822, the firm opened its first warehouse in New Hight Street, Manchester and eventually became listed as “cotton spinners and manufacturers, and general


325 University of Dundee Archive Services, ‘University of Dundee Endowment Project 2014’, p. 15.


328 GB 133 WCC, ‘William Carnelley’.

329 GB 133 WCC, ‘William Carnelley’.


331 Baxter Brothers & Co received £74 18s (RPW: £7,160.) from Rylands & Sons, 31 May 1856. MS 11/1/6, ‘Scroll balance book’.
According to the John Rylands Library, which was founded by Ryland’s wife, Enriqueta Rylands in memory of her husband:

“It is, however, beyond doubt that the firm of Rylands and Sons, whose profits underwrote the creation of the Library, was intimately connected to the practice of slavery in the Americas. The great majority of the cotton which this and other Lancastrian firms imported for processing was grown in the American South, and nearly all of it was picked by enslaved men, women, and children”.  

Manchester’s nickname ‘Cottonopolis’, typifies the interwoven nature of the city’s identity with its trademark commodity. As Catherine Hall et al. explains: “Manchester had a key role to play in the maintenance of the slave-economy”, Katie Donington corroborates that, “from early beginnings in the rural cottage industry, to the large-scale factories and mills, the industrialisation of cotton relied on the production of raw materials by enslaved workers across the New World”. This cotton was also reexported as finished cloth to Africa where it was traded for enslaved people and used to clothe the enslaved in the Americas. Manchester thus "received a double stimulus from the colonial trade". In this way slavery essentially ensured the high demand for cotton while also preserving its cheap supply.

The John Rylands Library to which Carnelley contributed towards, has also acknowledged its links with slavery in Cuba. Enriqueta Augustina Tennant (1843-1908) who commissioned the building of the Library in 1890, was born in Matanzas, Cuba. The Library has examined its founders links with slavery, stating that:

“Her family had built up huge wealth trading in land and sugar, profiting from slavery and the exploitation of indigenous peoples in the southern states of America and in Cuba”.

334 John Rylands Research Institute and Library, ‘Rylands and Sons Archive’.
341 Williams, Capitalism and Slavery, p. 71.
Apart from her family profiting from the colonial goods such as “sugar, cotton, tobacco and timber” produced by enslaved people in Cuba, they “owned an unknown number of ‘house slaves’, who were ‘hired out’ – rented to other slave holders for a profit”. She also profited for many years from La Reunion Deseada, a Cuban sugar plantation and mill of which she owned shares.343

To add to this, Rylands & Sons’ involvement with Baxter Brothers & Co. likely as clients who purchased linen and other goods from them in the 1850s, also extends their indirect links with the Atlantic slavery economy.

**Carnelley Prize & Carnelley Building**

William Carnelley, as a senior figure in the firm of Rylands & Sons throughout almost the entirety of his career, built his wealth by profiting from goods produced by enslaved people. So close was his relationship with the Rylands, that he served as an executor of Enriqueta’s will. An estate of which “he benefitted to the extent of £5000 and 60,000 ordinary shares of Rylands, Ltd. His estate was valued at “£358,863 (RPW: £40,900,000) with net personalty £344,817 (RPW: £39,300,000)”.

Carnelley was a “life Governor of the College”345 who founded the Carnelley Prize in Chemistry, bequeathed £300 (RPW: £14,100) to the University346 and contributed to the formation of a ‘Technical Museum’ along with his son, Professor Thomas Carnelley.347 The Carnelley building was named after his son, Thomas Carnelley, first Professor of Chemistry at the university from 1882-88.348 The building which opened in 1883, was “built at the cost of £10,000 given by Miss Mary Ann Baxter”.349 It is safe to say then, that both the Carnelley prize and part of the University of Dundee’s built environment in the Carnelley building, are connected with transatlantic slavery through William Carnelley’s commercial relationship with the cotton giant, Rylands & Sons.

**Bute Bursary Endowment**

The Bute Bursary in 2014 held a combined capital and revenue of £21,170.63. John Patrick Crichton-Stuart, 3rd Marquess of Bute (1847–1900), for whom the Bute Bursary is named after, was the son of John Crichton-Stuart, 2nd Marquess of Bute (1793 - 1848), “the creator of modern Cardiff”.350 The 2nd Marquess was an industrialist who owned large amounts of

---
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inherited lands in Glamorgan. Mainly located in the South Wales coalfield, “the Bute family made money from the land by leasing out the mineral rights”.  

Coal was an important commodity within the Atlantic slavery economy as it was needed on sugar plantations. “Coal from local pits was shipped out to the Caribbean to heat the pans and boilers used in the processing of raw sugar”.  

Eric Williams further underscores its value, asserting that Bristol was able to produce cheaper and superior quality sugar compared to London, partly due to “its proximity to the coal supplies for fuel”. Indeed, “it was largely the profits of coal and iron ore that made Wales rich”, with a demand for wool and copper sourced from mines in Cuba, also being indicative of the area’s links with slavery.  

It should be noted that it was only “from the 1850s, coal began to replace iron as the industrial foundation of south Wales”. However, the industrial revolution acted as a catalyst for the development of infrastructure and exploitation of coal in Cardiff, for the purposes of not only exportation but for industries which included domestic refineries, mills and factories that utilised raw material and goods produced by the enslaved people. The Bute family was connected to both strands of industry, coal and infrastructural development.

The Bute Docks

To expand profits of the South Wales coalfield and increase accessibility as well as transport links, the 2nd Marquess in 1822 posed the idea of constructing docks on his property at the mouth of the Taff. The Bute Docks which began construction in 1834 “became the world’s largest for exporting coal for almost a century”. The project which was an investment at his own personal cost, resulted in an increase of revenue for the Bute family through dock earnings, rents, increased profits from their mineral wealth due to easier accessibility. The Bute trustees (following the death of the Marquess in 1848) also invested in railways to further promote the exploitation of their vast mineral reserves. The National Museum Wales notes that annual exports of coal reached 2 million tonnes as early as 1862. This meant that the Marquess’ investments in infrastructure and coal bore incredible profits. The Bute fortune was built on industrialisation, investments in shipping, railway infrastructure and coal, which would have been used domestically to further the industries utilising colonial produce as well as exported abroad. As such the Bute Bursary has associations with the Atlantic slavery economy and the empire.

353 Williams, Capitalism and Slavery, p. 74.
360 National Museum Wales, ‘Cardiff’.
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“By the end of the nineteenth century revenue from the Bute estate was one of the highest in the country for an estate of its size”. Royalties from coal showed an increase from £25,000 (RPW: £2,730,000) in 1850, to £115,000 (RPW: £5,730,000) annually by 1918. The 3rd Marquess inherited the family fortune in 1868. He received “a gross annual income of some £300,000 [RPW: £27,600,000]” and was “said to have been the richest man in the world for a time.”

D’Arcy Thompson Commemorative Medal Endowment

This fund was established as a memorial to Sir D’Arcy Thompson (1860-1948), the first Professor of Biology at the university. In 2014, the fund’s combined capital and revenue amounted to £6,766.67.

John Skelton Thompson & Georgiana

Thompson was the son of D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson (1829–1902), who was born on a ship, Georgiana, in 1829. This ship, captained by his father, John Skelton Thompson of Maryport, Cumberland was “carrying more than 180 men sentenced to penal servitude in Van Diemen’s Land” (now Tasmania). In a lecture to the Classical Association, Cardiff, D’Arcy Thompson spoke about his father and grandfather:

“A hundred years ago this very day [9 April 1929] - we are grown accustomed to centenaries - a small barque was running down her eastering between the Cape of Good Hope and Van Diemen's Land, the weather (by the log) being dark, thick and gloomy, a strong gale blowing from the south-east, and the ship labouring heavily. The Captain, who happened to be my grandfather, had his wife with him, for their ship was house and home to both of them and everything else they had…”

In 1833, Thompson engaged in East Indies trade between Batavia (Jakarta), Singapore and Canton and in 1834, Georgiana became “one of the first British ships ever to make the journey directly from China to Britain”. In this return journey, it carried cargoes of teas, marble slabs, mats, ceramics, ivory goods and paintings. As the first ship to sail directly from China to
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Liverpool, just on the heels of East India Company losing its monopoly, “Georgiana’s arrival marked the onset of a new era”\textsuperscript{367}

Georgiana, built in 1826 in Quebec, also made journeys to Charleston, South Carolina and Calcutta. In addition, to East Indies and US trading, Thompson also sailed to the Caribbean, where he died of sunstroke. Following his death, Georgiana was sold, and his wife and D’arcy Thompson Senior settled in Brussels. He later went to boarding school in England and studied at Cambridge.\textsuperscript{368} Sir D’arcy Thompson’s grandmother and father likely benefitted, albeit modestly, from John Skelton Thompson’s East India and Atlantic voyages transporting cargoes of manufactured goods from England and returns of colonial produce.

In addition to this link with the empire, the D’Arcy Thompson Museum of Zoology, which contains much of Sir D’arcy’s collection of specimens, also highlights another varied link with colonialism. The museum, which holds his collection as well as others associated with colonialism, is currently working on decolonising its material, acknowledging that its “zoology collection was largely acquired during the colonial era of the late 19th and early 20th centuries”.\textsuperscript{369}

**Dalhousie Building**

Examination of the built environment of the University of Dundee and its links with slavery is also an important aspect of this research. Due to time restrictions only the Carnelley Building (see above section on Carnelley Memorial Prize Endowment) and the Dalhousie building were explored in this report.

The Dalhousie building was named in honour of Simon Ramsay, 16\textsuperscript{th} Earl of Dalhousie (1914-1999) who served as the second Chancellor of the University of Dundee, from 1977 to 1992.\textsuperscript{370} He was descended from the 1\textsuperscript{st} Earl of Dalhousie, William Ramsay (d. 1672) with each succeeding Earl becoming chief of Clan Ramsay. Discernible ancestral links with slavery and colonialism can be identified through George Ramsay, 9th Earl of Dalhousie (1770-1838) and James Broun-Ramsay, 1st Marquess of Dalhousie (1812-1860).\textsuperscript{371}

**The 9\textsuperscript{th} Earl of Dalhousie & Links with Slavery and Colonialism**

*Dalhousie University*

Dalhousie University, Canada, named after the 9\textsuperscript{th} Earl of Dalhousie, published an extensive report on the Earl’s connections with slavery in 2019. While serving as lieutenant-governor in Nova Scotia from 1816, Dalhousie “had a troubling relationship with the Black Refugees of the War of 1812, three thousand of whom had arrived in the colony between 1813 and 1816”.\textsuperscript{372}

\textsuperscript{367} Bickers, *China Bound*, pp. 7-8.
\textsuperscript{368} Ruth D’arcy Thompson, “D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson”, p. 3 [https://bigoni.dicam.unipd.it/varie/D’ARCY\_WENTWORTH.H.THOMPSON.pdf](https://bigoni.dicam.unipd.it/varie/D’ARCY\_WENTWORTH.H.THOMPSON.pdf), accessed 6 April 2022; Wolfram, ‘Are All Fish the Same Shape’.
\textsuperscript{370} University of Dundee, ‘Ceremony to mark naming of Dalhousie Building’, [http://www.app.dundee.ac.uk/pressoffice/contact/2008/october/dalhousiebuilding.html](http://www.app.dundee.ac.uk/pressoffice/contact/2008/october/dalhousiebuilding.html), accessed 6 April 2022;
\textsuperscript{371} Debrett’s peerage, and titles of courtesy, in which is included full information respecting the collateral branches of Peers, Privy Councillors, Lords of Session, etc, London, Dean, [https://archive.org/details/debrettspeerage00unse/page/262/mode/2up](https://archive.org/details/debrettspeerage00unse/page/262/mode/2up) pp. 261-2.
They were formerly enslaved persons mainly from the southern parts of the US who had fought for the British armed forces in its war against the United States and were now freed. They were to begin their new lives with the support of the British Crown; however, Dalhousie was not welcoming to these newly arrived Black Refugees. An 1816 letter from Dalhousie to Lord Bathurst (Secretary of State for the Colonies and War) provided evidence of this; he wrote that “slaves by habit & education...their idea of freedom is idleness and they are therefore quite incapable of industry”.  

Seven correspondence letters with Brathurst while Dalhousie were analysed by the ‘Scholarly Panel to Examine Lord Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and Race’ and it concluded:

“The letters Dalhousie wrote to Bathurst paint a picture of a man whose biases and personal prejudices stood in the way of making just decisions in regards to the Black Refugees of the War of 1812…The desire to send Black people “back” to their true home in the tropics and to significantly reduce their rations formed important planks of Dalhousie’s policy toward the Black Refugees, a policy based on paternalism, frustration, hostility, and racism”.  

**Martinique**

Dalhousie was also intertwined with slavery as an officer of the British forces who occupied Martinique in 1794. Following victory of the British forces over the Revolutionary government in Martinique, some enslaved people who were freed under the previous government, along with all of the enslaved people on the island, “were ordered to return to their masters”. As an officer at the time, he helped deprive enslaved people of their freedom, an experience which is said to have enforced his racialised perceptions. As the ‘Report on Lord Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and Race’ highlights, “this experience of conquest and re-enslavement helped influence his subsequent views and perceptions about African peoples”.

**1st Marquess of Dalhousie (1812 -1860)**

The son of Dalhousie, James Andrew Broun-Ramsay, 1st Marquess of Dalhousie (1812 -1860), is also representative of another member of the Ramsay family with links to colonialism. He was Governor-General of India from 1848-1856 and thereby played an important part in the sustenance of the British colonial administration and the subjugation of the people of India.

**Sir Gilbert Heathcote, 1st Baronet (1652 -1733)**

Another noteworthy link between Simon Ramsay and slavery is demonstrable in the maternal branch of his family tree. His mother, Lady Mary Adelaide Heathcote-Drummond was the daughter of Gilbert Heathcote-Drummond-Willoughby, 1st Earl of Ancaster. He was a direct descendant of Sir Gilbert Heathcote, 1st Baronet (1652 -1733), a “London merchant and colonial trader with significant involvement in early trade with Jamaica”.  

---
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Governor of the Bank of England and Lord Mayor of London, “Heathcote was active in colonial trade from the 1680s until his death in 1733”. He was involved with Atlantic trade, most importantly with Jamaica along with his three brothers. As Madge Dresser and Andrew Hann elucidate:

“By the 1690s, Heathcote was London’s leading importer from Jamaica and was also heavily involved in both the private slave trade and the very profitable business of re-exporting slaves to the Spanish colonies (known as the Asiento trade”).

He imported goods such as sugar, ginger and indigo from the island worth about £8000 (RPW: £1,240,000) in 1695. Heathcote was also directly involved in the slave trade having financed the vessel Eagle on a journey to Guinea and Jamaica in the same year. His exploitation of commercial trading networks within the Atlantic slavery economy vastly increased his wealth, which at the time of his death was said to be £750,000 (RPW: £127,000,000). Heathcote is representative of a colonial merchant who, through their slavery derived wealth, was able to ascend to the local gentry. A feature which persisted across generations. By the 1890s, the family, now named Heathcote-Drummond-Willoughby, owned numerous seats of British aristocracy as well as country houses. Dresser and Hann conclude that merchants such as Heathcote “showed an almost universal desire to use their wealth to secure the leisure and power of future generations”. This is an interesting revelation given his relation to the 16th Earl of Dalhousie.

Preliminary research, therefore, shows that the 16th Earl of Dalhousie and former Chancellor of the University of Dundee had direct as well as indirect links with slavery and colonialism through both the maternal and paternal sides of his family.


NEXT STEPS

The University of Dundee through various donors and the important founding donation of Mary Ann Baxter have become indelibly linked with slavery and the empire. In sifting through the financial records and historical past of these prominent individuals, it must, however, be remembered that at the core of this research is the enslaved people and those were subjected to exploitative labour systems such as indentureship and bonded labour for the sake of profits. Further research to pinpoint the plantations where Baxter Brothers & Co sold their goods and to trace the enslaved Africans whose bodies literally laid the foundation for the firm’s wealth, is necessary in threading a path to reparative justice. This study would also benefit from further investigation on the university’s built environment, the donors’ connections with the jute industry and their views on slavery.

Given the short time frame of this project, public engagement was not possible. However, consultations with the African Caribbean Society (ACS) at the University of Dundee was held in which possible next steps were discussed in light of the report findings. The following excerpt, submitted by Ibitomilayo Komolafe, Vice President of the ACS, offers a preview of what students of African and African Caribbean ancestry expect from the University of Dundee in terms of addressing its links with slavery:

“In light of this finding, we expect/propose that the university starts to find ways to encourage and support black excellence. Especially local black excellence.

The university could start by:

- Providing grants to support local black/ethnic minority businesses.
- Partnering with local black/ethnic minority businesses.
- Decolonising the curriculum”.

Executive Committee, ACS

This report is illustrative of a starting point in the University of Dundee recognising and acknowledging that some of the wealth that helped build the institution to what it is today, came at the expense of the enslaved who forcibly toiled in plantations in the US, Latin America and the Caribbean. In the spirit of solidarity and remembrance, the university must make an effort to: further develop and expand on the University of Dundee Founders Project, work towards decolonising the curriculum, consult with people of colour in the local community and wider UK and liaise with experts in the field of reparative justice and memorialisation. It is hoped that this research project and report is not simply a tick-in-the-box endeavour but is representative of a wider commitment by the university to acknowledge its imperial legacy.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Archival Research

1. This study would benefit from further archival research on the following themes:
   
   i. Firms and commission agents listed in the Baxter Brothers & Co.
   ii. Later partners in Baxter Brothers & Co: Peter Carmichael and William Ogilvie Dalgleish and possible links with slavery and the empire.
   iii. John Boyd Baxter and other connections with Atlantic slavery and the empire.
   iv. Further in-depth research on whether David, Henry, Edward and William Baxter were enslavers.
   v. Exploration of wider networks involving marriage and links with slavery; David Baxter and Edward Baxter.
   vi. Baxter Brothers & Co’s export networks and commission agents in the US and Brazil.
   vii. Provenance of later bequests and donations to the University of Dundee and affiliate institutions.
   viii. The university’s complex connections with the jute trade and the empire.
   ix. Tracing the enslaved people associated with the plantations in the US and Brazil that used the osnaburgs and other goods of Baxter Brothers & Co.

Built Environment Research

2. Conduct further investigation of the University of Dundee and affiliate institutions’ street names, plaques, halls, libraries and other buildings with possible links to slavery and the empire.

3. Explore other facets of the built environment and where slavery derived wealth went in Dundee including, but not limited to: other donations to the university, bequests to cultural institutions in the city, other establishments that benefitted from their donations.

Public Engagement

4. In light of indirect connections of the University of Dundee with transatlantic slavery and colonialism, consult with the African-Caribbean and Asian communities in Dundee and surrounding areas to discuss possible reparative options.

5. Given the city’s thriving museums and cultural institutions, many of which have already taken steps to decolonise their material, collaborate with Dundee’s heritage sector to develop appropriate reparative justice goals.
6. As a result of overlapping areas of research, form a liaison network with the University of St Andrews, Aberdeen University, Edinburgh University and other relevant institutions to enhance knowledge transfer and exchange of information on this topic.

7. In the interest of co-production and promoting public ‘ownership’ of these histories, conduct a wide range of consultations and public engagement activities with relevant stakeholders to assess what type of reparative actions might be taken.

**Time & Resources**

8. Dedicate a minimum of 3 months’ time and resources for sufficient consultation and public engagement activities outlined in recommendations 4-7 above. An additional 3 months’ time and resources should be dedicated to such activities, following the output of future potential works.

9. For archival and built environment research, dedicate a minimum of 6 months’ full time and resources for steps 1-3 outlined above. Time and resources should also be allocated for public engagement activities to run alongside this archival and built environment research, especially with student groups of African, African Caribbean and Asian ancestry.
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APPENDIX

Case Studies on Foreign Agents Listed in Inventory of John Baxter, 1834

The following case studies shed light on the commission agents network of Turnbull & Co and by extension Baxter Brother’s & Co and the Baxter family who held shares in the firm. See above section on the Baxters & Turnbull & Co. for further context.

“Morris Hamilton & Co., Jamaica”

This firm consisted of John Ball Morris, Robert Hamilton and William Douglas who were all enslavers in Jamaica. They received compensation in the amount of £30 5s 5d (RPW: £2,910) in 1836 as co-owners of one enslaved person in Kingston, Jamaica. This compensation was sought “as partners of Morris Hamilton”. 384 Both Morris and Hamilton also received compensation for other enslaved persons in Jamaica. Morris, a slave owning West India merchant, received £97 14s 3d (RPW: £9,400) in 1836 for five enslaved persons in Kingston, Jamaica in 1836.385 He was also owner of Urban, Kingston estate from 1817 to 1834.386 Mowbray Morris, manager of the Times from 1847-73, was his son.387

Robert Hamilton was also connected to multiple estates in Jamaica. In 1835, Robert Hamilton received “1/4 share” of the total compensation of £6230 5s 8d (RPW: £627,000) for 286 enslaved persons on Dunkley’s estate in Vere.388 Hamilton was also attorney of Colbeck’s Estate (Jamaica, St Dorothy) and Platfield Plantation (Jamaica, St Mary) as well as joint owner from 1817 to 1820, of Stratton Hall (Jamaica, St Thomas-in-the-East, Surrey).389 Hamilton was partner in Hamilton, Scott & Co. (later Bogles & Co.) with Michael Scott, Andrew Bogle and James Franklin. Hamilton’s uncle, Bogle, was associated with 17 estates while Scott, who also had interests in Macaraybo Colombia as a “South American merchant”, was associated with five estates in Jamaica.390

Information on the enslaved people connected to slaveowners and agents of Turnbull & Co., Morris and Hamilton, is intrinsic to maintaining the focus of this project on the enslaved people and their descendants. Preliminary research has revealed some specifics in regard to identifying the enslaved people who worked on Morris and Hamilton’s estate. For example, on 17 September 1817 an enslaved woman, Rachel Aikenhead, is recorded as having been manumitted by John Ball Morris for £10 (RPW: £749).391 In 1820, Morris owned 17 enslaved people, 11 female and 6 male as owner of Urban estate from 1817-1834.392 Hamilton was also

associated to this estate as the “previous owner” of some of the enslaved people on Urban estate. Hamilton along with partners in his firm Hamilton, Scott & Co. also sold enslaved people to the Barrack’s Pen estate (Jamaica, St Thomas-in-the-East, Surrey) and Byndloss estate (Jamaica, St Thomas-in-the-Vale). Overall, Morris, Hamilton and their associates were linked to over 18 estates in Jamaica with approximately 722 enslaved persons toiling on these plantations. Further research along these lines may reveal more information on the enslaved population who laboured on Morris, Hamilton & Co’s estates and their descendants.

As Morris, Hamilton & Co. are listed as agents of Turnbull & Co., it is highly likely that the company’s goods were being used to clothe the enslaved populations on the estates connected to John Ball Morris, Robert Hamilton and William Douglas. The outstanding remittance of £338 7s 10d (RPW: £32,800) depicted in the inventory list would have therefore been money derived from slavery and West India interests. Further research on this firm and its dealings in Jamaica may reveal wider links with Turnbull & Co., Baxter Brothers and Dundee’s linen trade.

“Miller, Ferguson and Stewart, Jamaica”

This firm, depicted in Gazette records as Miller, Ferguson, and Stuart, consisted of merchants Robert Ferguson, John Miller (and later John Miller Jr.) and John Stuart. Until 1829, they conducted business in Kingston, Jamaica under the name Miller, Ferguson and Company and in Glasgow as John Miller and Company. By 1838, when the partnership was dissolved, the firm was known as Miller, Ferguson, and Stuart in Kingston, Jamaica and Robert Ferguson and Company in Glasgow.

John Miller, Robert Ferguson and John Stuart were all enslavers and in 1836 were granted £90 16s 4d (RPW: £8,740) in compensation for three enslaved persons in Jamaica, Kingston. John Miller was also granted compensation in the amount of £331 0s 8d (RPW: £33,300) for 19 enslaved persons on Stavely Park estate in 1835, as executor of the estate. In 1815, the number of enslaved people at this estate totaled 51, but by 1832, there were 17 enslaved persons on the estate. John Miller was also likely connected to other plantations as the son-in-law of Henry McCook, a planter in Jamaica. A Henry McCook was recorded as the owner of 61 enslaved persons in St Ann, Jamaica in 1792.
In 1837, John Miller and his wife headed the lists of slave-owning investments in the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock and Ayr Railway Company in which “some 10 per cent of the total of £452,900 raised can be attributed to slave-owners”.\(^{401}\)

Miller, Ferguson & Stewart are cited twice in John Baxter’s inventory with two sums; £892 12s 4d (RPW: £86,600) and £28 2s 10d (RPW: £2,730) representing outstanding proceeds for goods sold by the firm for Turnbull & Co. in Jamaica.\(^{402}\) It is likely that these goods would have been connected to Miller’s Stavley Park estate, plantations associated with his father-in-law and the enslaved people that Miller, Ferguson and Stewart co-owned in Kingston, Jamaica.

**Lawrence Gibson & Co., Jamaica**

Lawrence Gibson was a West India merchant and commission agent who was awarded compensation amounting to £1009 12s 11d (RPW: £102,000) for “10 claims in Kingston, Manchester, St Andrew and St Elizabeth” in Jamaica.\(^{403}\) Gibson also operated as a merchant and commission agent with his partner Peter Sinclair, under the firm Sinclair and Gibson in Glasgow and Gibson and Sinclair in Kingston, Jamaica until its dissolution in 1829.\(^{404}\) Lawrence Gibson & Co. was listed twice on the inventory with the amounts £89 5s 5d (RPW: £8,660) and £360 9s 9d (RPW: £35,000)\(^{405}\) not yet remitted to Turnbull & Co. As Gibson was associated with estates in various parishes in Jamaica, it is likely that in his capacity as commission agent for Turnbull & Co., his firm sold their goods to these plantations.

**“Alexander Glen & Co., Demerara”**

Alexander Glen and James Glen were partners in the “local merchant firm in British Guiana” Alexander Glen & Co.\(^{406}\) The firm successfully claimed £417 18s (RPW: £42,100) in compensation for eight enslaved persons in 1835 and were registered as co-owners of five estates in Demerara, British Guiana; Eccles, Profit, Henry, Haagsbosch and Greenfield.\(^{407}\) Additionally, they both individually received substantial compensation for enslaved people in British Guiana. Alexander Glen received £1167 16s 9d (RPW: £118,000) for 20 enslaved people in 1835 while James Glen along with another claimant, George Robertson, received £7784 19s 9d (RPW: £749,000) for 145 enslaved on Hoop en Vrees estate in 1836.\(^{408}\) James Glen was sole executor of Alexander Glen and was either his brother or father.\(^{409}\) James Glen was the son of Alexander Glen (b. 1748) and “carried on an extensive business as a West India merchant”.\(^{410}\) He had six sons, two of whom were James and Alexander Glen, cited as “planters


\(^{402}\) MS 11/5/43, “Photocopy of inventory of the personal estate of John Baxter”, University of Dundee Archive Services.


\(^{404}\) The London Gazette, 1 September 1829, p. 1641.

\(^{405}\) MS 11/5/43, “Photocopy of inventory of the personal estate of John Baxter”, University of Dundee Archive Services.


\(^{409}\) “Alexander Glen”, LBS; Rev. Charles Rogers, Memorials of the Scottish Family of Glen, n.p., p. 10.

in Demerara”. Two of Alexander’s other sons, Robert and Archibald were also involve in West India trade, with the former dying in Trinidad and the latter engaging in business in the West Indies and then Liverpool. Alexander and James also had a brother, William Glen who lived in the West Indies for some time before returning to Glasgow.\footnote{Rev. Charles Rogers, *Memorials of the Scottish Family of Glen*, n.p., p. 10; Bob Glen, *History of the Scottish Family Glen*, 1995, p. 9.}

The number of enslaved people on Hoop en Vrees in 1817 was 193 rising to 216 in 1826. By 1832, the enslaved population on the estate was 146; 84 female and 62 male.\footnote{“British Guiana 2420 (Hoop en Vrees)”, *LBS*, \url{http://wwwdepts-live.ucl.ac.uk/lbs/claim/view/6858}.} As one of the curators for the owner of the estate Owen Kernan who was deceased by 1832 and a successful claimant of the estate, it is highly likely that the goods of Turnbull & Co. would have been to clothe the hundreds of enslaved people on the Hoop en Vrees plantation as well as the eight enslaved persons, co-owned by Alexander Glen & Co. and the five estates co-owned by Alexander & Co. in British Guiana; Eccles, Profit, Henry, Haagsbosch and Greenfield. The outstanding remittance from Alexander Glen & Co. for the sale of Turnbull & Co’s consigned goods in Demerara amounted to £346 7s 3d (RPW: £33,600).\footnote{MS 11/5/43, “Photocopy of inventory of the personal estate of John Baxter”, University of Dundee Archive Services.}

**Johnston Carmichael & Co., Honduras**

Andrew Galbraith, his brother Archibald Galbraith and cousin Alexander Johnston formed a mercantile house in Havana and Honduras under the firm Johnston, Galbraith & Co.\footnote{MS 11/5/43, “Photocopy of inventory of the personal estate of John Baxter”, University of Dundee Archive Services.} A *Gazette* 1833 notice shows the firm Johnston, Carmichael & Co. as operating in Belize and Honduras with partners John Carmichael and partners of firm Johnston, Galbraith & Co.\footnote{The London Gazette, United Kingdom, T. Neuman, 1833, p. 1703.} Apart from their mercantile operations in slave societies, Johnston was otherwise linked to slavery through marriage. He married the daughter of John Ronald who was associated with six claims in British Guiana and Trinidad and granted compensation (along with others) in the sum of £28049 4s (RPW: £2,700,000) for 440 enslaved persons.\footnote{Aberdeen Journal, and General Advertiser, 28 Sep 1836.}

A John Carmichael shipped goods to Belize and Honduras on the H.M. in 1856.\footnote{Aberdeen Journal, and General Advertiser, 28 Sep 1836.} In 1836, John Carmichael described as a “merchant, Belize, Honduras” married Sarah Anne, daughter of John Hutchinson who was a merchant in Trinidad.\footnote{MS 11/5/43, “Photocopy of inventory of the personal estate of John Baxter”, University of Dundee Archive Services.}

The outstanding amount for goods of Turnbull & Co. sold by Johnston Carmichael & Co in Honduras was £945 3d (RPW: £91,700) and £31 4s 10d (RPW: £3,030).\footnote{The General Weekly Shipping List and Postal and Mercantile Directory, United Kingdom, J. Haddon and Son, 1853, p. 22.}

Turnbull & Co was heavily invested in the transatlantic slave economy, having sold its goods to enslavers in the West Indies. This inventory list increases the possibility of tracing the
plantations and the enslaved people associated with the firm’s goods. It also underscores yet another link between David and William Baxter’s fortune and transatlantic slavery.

See above case studies on the Baxters for further information on their links with transatlantic slavery.